
By Rebecca Seidel
Features Editor

In the spirit of caffeine en-
thusiasts everywhere, the team 
that runs Espwesso, Wesleyan’s 
only late-night student-run café, 
is constantly working on about 10 
things at once. Aside from provid-
ing coffee, tea, and specialty drinks 
to campus night owls, Espwesso’s 
managers and staff have a mis-
sion to promote social justice, to 
maintain an economically and en-
vironmentally sustainable business 
model, and to perfect their latte 
art.

Perhaps the biggest task at 
hand right now, however, is the 
expansion of the café’s hours, staff, 
and role on campus.

Early last semester, when the 
administration called for White 
Papers (proposals from the com-

Espwesso Expansion Grounded 
in Community, Sustainability

munity that aim to improve the 
campus experience), Andrew Trexler 
’14 took a closer look at how well 
Espwesso works as a spot for casual 
gatherings and conversations. He be-
gan collaborating with the café’s cur-
rent managers, Samantha Sikder ’14 
and Jasmine Masand ’15, to submit 
a proposal calling for the expansion 
of the café’s hours and space, with an 
eye toward transforming it into a hub 
for student-faculty interaction.

“What we do not have at 
Wesleyan is a centrally located physi-
cal space for informal conversations 
and relationship-building among stu-
dents and faculty,” part of the pro-
posal reads.

Although Wesleyan has a few 
spots that fulfill this role to some 
extent, the proposal notes, none of 
them completely fit this model.

“Usdan Café is not exactly a 
conducive space to casual conversa-

tions or just conversations in gen-
eral,” Trexler said. “The space is very 
loud and very busy; people are always 
going in and out. And then Pi Café 
is equally loud and boisterous, shall 
we say.”

The Daniel Family Commons 
[DFC] offers vouchers for professors 
and students to get lunch together, 
but Trexler and the café’s managers 
agree that the relative formality and 
time limitations of this setup aren’t 
ideal for everyone.

Espwesso, according to the pro-
posal, would be the perfect space to 
fill this void.

“In some part, that was the idea 
of the cafe being established at first: 
that it could be a space that was con-
ducive to these types of conversations 
and interactions,” Masand said.

However, the café is only open 
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By Felipe DaCosta
Assistant Sports Editor

When we last left off before the 
winter recess, the men’s and women’s 
squash teams were still in the midst 
of an early-season reconfiguration, 
with old and new faces assuming un-
familiar roles. Now that the playing 
ladder is settled for both squads, they 
have emerged from winter’s coldest 
months with their team identities 
fully intact. The campus’ returning 
population can now take notice of 
fully metamorphosed teams that are 
thoroughly prepared to throw them-
selves into the heat of NESCAC 
Championship play.

Throughout December and 
early January, the men’s side man-
aged to collect eight wins on the way 
to solidifying its 11-5 overall record 
and rising to 16th in the College 
Squash Association (CSA) rankings. 

The women’s squad posted a 4-7 
mark over winter break. However, 
its current 8-7 record is good enough 
to warrant it the 21st ranking in the 
CSA.

The Cardinal men punctuated 
their mid-season success with an en-
thralling away match on Saturday, 
Dec. 7 against Brown, then ranked 
15th in the nation. Although the 
Cards entered the match ranked four 
spots below their Rhode Island coun-
terparts, an airtight 5-4 victory cor-
rected Wesleyan’s lower positioning.

Captain John Steele ’14 willed 
the Cards to victory with a valiantly 
fought tie-breaking set, upending his 
Brown counterpart in the number 
one spot in the match-deciding 13-
11 final game. For his performance 
in assuring Wes’ first victory over 
Brown since the 1967-68 season, 
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Clinic Escorts Convene to 
Remember Roe v. Wade

By Sofi Goode
Assistant News Editor

Several days after the 41st 
anniversary of Roe v. Wade, eight 
students took off for Bridgeport, 
CT to stand in defense of women’s 
rights. They drove 40 minutes on 
Saturday, Jan. 25 to serve as clinic 
escorts at the Summit Women’s 
Health Clinic.

Four representatives of the 
Wesleyan Clinic Escorts drive to 
the clinic three days a week to face 
pro-life protestors and accompany 
women entering the clinic from 
their cars to the doors of the clin-
ic. The club consists of around one 
hundred students, each of whom 
escorts once or twice a semester.

Nike Frangules ’14, one of 

Squash Readies for 
NESCAC Play

the primary coordinators of the 
Wesleyan Clinic Escorts, said that 
Clinic Escorts serve as buffer be-
tween the protestors and the clinic 
clients.

“A big part of [being a clinic es-
cort] is that you take the protestors’ 
attention off of the people who are 
entering the clinic, and we can bear 
some of that burden,” Frangules 
said. “A lot of times the protestors 
will personally attack the women 
who are entering the clinic over a 
megaphone. So we can deflect some 
of that negativity when they start at-
tacking us instead.”

The Clinic Escorts’ policy states 
that they are a calm, supportive pres-
ence and will not respond to the 
protestors. Shannon Welch ’14, an-
other primary coordinator of Clinic 

Escorts, emphasized that the escorts 
stand as a silent reminder to the pro-
testors of the legality of abortion.

“It’s a reminder to the protestors 
that we’re still going to fight them on 
it,” Welch said. “When we went on 
Saturday and there was a group of 
eight of us, they were freaking out 
because normally there’s four and 
now we outnumbered them. It was 
kind of a reminder that they’re not 
winning and this is legal.”

Although the escorts do not en-
gage the protestors, for Frangules, 
remaining silent is often a struggle.

“I don’t think people realize 
how hard it is to watch what’s going 
on and not say anything,” she said. 
“When [people] go for the first time, 

“HOME/SICK” 
Embodies Activism

By Dan Fuchs
Arts Editor

What does it mean to be de-
voted to a cause? Given the chance, 
would you sacrifice yourself for an 
unflinching belief?

These are just several of the 
questions that New York-based the-
ater company The Assembly is at-
tempting to answer in “HOME/
SICK,” a production focusing on 
the Weather Underground, a radi-
cal anti-war group of the late 1960s. 
The show makes its New England 
premiere at the CFA Theater this 
Thursday night.

Yet this premiere is hardly a 
first-time visit to Wesleyan for the 
company; the four artistic direc-
tors and co-founders of the group 
are alumni Stephen Aubrey ’06, 

Jess Chayes ’07, Edward Bauer ’08, 
and Nick Benacerraf ’08. Indeed, 
The Assembly has its roots firmly 
grounded in Wesleyan theater.

Initially called the American 
Story Project, the company’s first 
performance was a work directed by 
Chayes and co-written by Chayes 
and Aubrey, “We Can’t Reach You, 
Hartford,” chronicling the 1944 
Hartford Circus fire, which was 
brought to the Edinburgh Fringe 
Festival in 2006.

Having brought a different 
production to the Festival with 
Wesleyan the prior year, collabo-
rated with Benacerraf and Bauer 
on Second Stage and Theater 
Department productions, and met 
Bauer in a creative writing class, 
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The use of an external water boiler has caused dissatisfaction 
from Junior Village residents who have experienced intermit-
tent losses of heat and hot water.
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A Wesleyan Clinic Escort stands outside the women’s clinic in Bridgeport following the 41st anniver-
sary of Roe v. Wade on Wednesday, Jan. 22.
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Vera Schwarcz 

Look who supports the BDS 
movement against Israel? When will 
we have the courage to face the truth 
in the Academy?

My Wesleyan University col-
league, Richard Ohmann, [appeared 
on Friday, Jan. 10] in Chicago at the 
Modern Languages Association panel 
united by a passion for boycotting 
Israel. Why does a retired professor of 
English choose to focus his energies 
on attacking the one and only democ-
racy in the Middle East? I recall our 
early years together on our very liberal 
campus animated by ideals for racial 
and social justice. Richard was a mov-
ing force in our faculty Marxist Study 
Group. Then, as now, there was more 
dogmatism than informed conscience 
that galvanized the interest of self-pro-
claimed social reformers.

I was part of that group for 
a short while. My own studies of 
Chinese history and long years inter-
viewing intellectuals who survived the 
Cultural Revolution led to a sobering 
that impels me today to question the 
views and the passions of my former 
friend. What I learned over the past 
four decades of scholarship and teach-
ing is that empirical truth and the ver-
ities that animate conscientious dis-
sidents against autocracy such as Liu 
Binyan and Vaclav Havel, have less 

Look who supports 
the BDS movement 
against Israel?

and less resonance in the Academy.
To be sure, I am glad that the 

President of Wesleyan, Michael Roth 
(also a historian steeped in archival 
research, not only literary theory) 
had the courage to condemn publicly 
the current academic frenzy about 
boycotting Israel. Professor Richard 
Ohmann, by contrast remains in 
the old theoretician’s trenches. Lies 
about Israel have gained easy currency 
among former and current Marxists. 
There is too little room in their 
minds—as well as in their writings 
and the classroom—for simple facts 
such as Israel is the sole island of sup-
port for women’s and gays’ rights in 
the Middle East. There is no room to 
speak about the fact that Miss Israel is 
a Black woman, formerly of Ethiopia.

Instead, unjustified and unjustifi-
able analogies to apartheid are made 
with impunity. Lies become “truth” all 
too easily when spoken in the fluent 
discourse of seasoned academicians 
such as Richard Ohmann. Dick, we 
have come to the final splitting of the 
ways: Which will you choose? Old ver-
biage or the courage to dissent from 
the pack—a virtue we once admired 
together, at Wesleyan, and beyond?

Schwarcz is a Mansfield Freeman 
Professor of East Asian Studies 
and a Professor of History at the 
University. 

WeSLAM Presents: 
The Prop Slam

Date: Saturday, Feb. 8
Time: 7:30 p.m.

Place: Alpha Delt

Email 
weslam.wesleyan@gmail.com 
after 5 p.m. on the day of the slam 
if you’re interested in performing!

Wespeaks are a forum for 
student opinion, debate, 
ideas, rants, quips, and 

anything you want to share.

Got an opinion? Wanna share it?
Write a Wespeak!

Submit online: 
wesleyanargus.com
Submit via email: 
argus@wesleyan.eduFind an error?
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Clinic: Clinic Escorts 
Increase Efforts

Continued from front page

they say ‘How can you not respond?’ 
To move beyond that and take the 
higher road and not react is really 
hard to do, especially since I could 
yell and put my two cents in every 
time they say something.”

On the other hand, Lorin Ferris 
’16 was an escort for the first time on 
Saturday and stated that, despite the 
protest, it was a more positive experi-
ence than she expected.

“I went in expecting hatred, and 
I definitely received the hatred from 
the protestors, but what I didn’t ex-
pect was how positive all of the vol-
unteers were going to be,” Ferris said. 
“We were chatting the entire time 
and it was a really great community 
of support and empowerment, and I 
really liked that.”

The clinic escorts change every 
day, but Welch asserted that she en-
counters the same group of protestors 
every time she volunteers.

“There’s a group of very religious 
protestors who stand there and say 
prayers and then there’s a group that’s 
just passionately [saying] ‘Women go 
in there and get hurt. Look at your 
ultrasound; that’s your baby,’” she 
said. “I had expected it to be mostly 
religious, but [the other] group is par-
ticularly trying to scare women into 
not getting an abortion.”

Despite the nationwide legal-
ity of abortion, Bridgeport is not the 
only clinic in the area with a constant 
protestor presence.

“I think most people don’t know 
that there’s such an anti-abortion pres-
ence in Connecticut,” Welch contin-
ued. “When I started going I thought 
we went to Bridgeport because there’s 
no other protestors in the area. The 
fact [is] it’s happening not just in 
Bridgeport, but [at] every Planned 
Parenthood in Connecticut.... It hap-
pens everywhere. This is an important 
issue, and not just for the red states.”

The Clinic Escorts will be hold-
ing training events for those who wish 
to join them on Thursday, Jan. 30 at 7 
p.m. and Friday, Feb. 7 at noon in 41 

Wyllys room 110. Frangules said that 
she believes escorting is an important 
part of standing up for a woman's 
right to choose.

“Just having the presence of 
those protestors is a testament in 
and of itself as to why it’s impor-
tant that Clinic Escorts exist and 
why we’ll continue to go,” Frangules 
said. “Thinking about myself and if I 
were ever to need a service like that, 
I would hope that there would be 
people there to kind of act as a buffer 
and a supportive presence against that 
kind of chaotic environment that the 
protestors are trying to create.”

The club also seeks to raise 
awareness and is currently in the pro-
cess of planning a screening of “After 
Tiller,” a documentary by Martha 
Shane and Lana Wilson. Welch be-
lieves that educating the public is a 
vital part of the club’s mission.

“Raising education and aware-
ness would help the middle group of 
people who aren’t standing out there 
protesting but also aren’t standing 
out there in the freezing cold walking 
women from their cars to the door,” 
she said.

She also noted the importance 
of the upcoming Supreme Court 
case McCullen v. Coakley, which will 
decide on the constitutionality of le-
gally mandated buffer zones. “The 
buffer zone case that’s up in front of 
the Supreme Court right now is also 
extremely important. If they lose the 
buffer zone, then that’s going to be 
a huge blow because protestors can 
block the door.”

Though she believes there is still 
much progress to be made, Welch 
is optimistic about the future of the 
movement.

“It’s really important that we go, 
but it also makes me really hopeful 
how many people support us,” Welch 
said. “When we are in the clinic, 
sometimes cars will drive by and yell 
at the protestors.... The protestors 
might be louder [than us], but I feel 
like the tides are turning and I feel 
the support from the community at 
large.”

SOFI GOODE/ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Wesleyan Clinic Escorts provide support for women visiting the 
Summit Women’s Health Clinic. 

Digital Wes Startup Workshop 
Series Prepares to Launch

By Hilary Brumberg
Staff Writer

Alumni Jake Levine ’08, Tim 
Devane ’09, and Alex Rosen ’08 
are sponsoring the first Digital 
Wesleyan Startup Workshop Series 
this winter and spring to educate 
students about digital media and 
startups. The workshop will poten-
tially lead to paid Digital Wesleyan 
summer internships for some par-
ticipants.

“The workshop series aims to 
cultivate a better network of tech 
thinking and entrepreneurship 
on campus,” said organizer Dex 
Blumenthal ’15. “It’s an amazing 
opportunity to learn basic tech 
skills that enable creative think-
ers to transform their visions into 
something real, like an app or a 
website.”

Cosponsored by the Patricelli 
Center for Social Entrepreneurship, 
the Career Center, and WesHack, 
the workshop series will cover basic 
computer programming and app 
design, introduce participants to 
alumni in the industry, and help 
students conceptualize their own 
startups.

The first three sessions will 
focus on acquainting students with 
coding and collaborative technol-
ogy projects, while the final three 
sessions will focus on designing and 
building a product. In the final ses-
sion, each participant will present 
his or her project to the alumni or-
ganizers.

“These projects will give 
students real-world experience,” 
Blumenthal said.

The series will be held on cam-
pus on Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 1 
p.m. starting Feb. 15; applications 

are due on Feb. 1. At the end of the 
six sessions, up to 10 participants will 
be chosen for three thousand-dollar 
paid summer internships in New York 
City or San Francisco. Participation is 
capped at 20 and already the number 
of applications have exceeded the limit.

Although the class is limited to 
20 students, the sessions will be posted 
online through a digital livestream.

Blumenthal had previously been 
disappointed by the lack of a tech en-
trepreneurship presence on campus, 
despite the pervasiveness of Wesleyan 
alumni in the professional industry. 
In the beginning of October, he spoke 
with Director of the Patricelli Center 
for Social Entrepreneurship Makaela 
Kingsley ’98, who put him in touch 
with Levine and Devane.

Levine, Rosen, and Devane ini-
tially founded Digital Wesleyan in 
2008 as a network for alumni in the 
digital media field. The organization 
hosted 10 networking events and 
panels for alumni about the impact 
of technology on news, entertain-
ment, arts, and education, according 
to Levine.

“We felt that we had [done] a 
good job of making alumni aware of 
Wesleyan’s digital media presence, but 
I consistently met students that didn’t 
know that there were alumni [or] how 
to get involved,” Levine said. “At that 
point, Digital Wes shifted [its focus] to 
how to get students.”

Levine lamented that the com-
puter science program at the University 
does not fully teach students how to 
build a future in the field.

“The compsci program at 
Wesleyan is great, but it doesn’t teach 
the modern, applied computer pro-
gramming that is used by startups and 
computer companies," Blumenthal 
said. “In the course, we want to de-

mystify what is needed to start a com-
pany."

Levine said he hopes that with 
Digital Wesleyan students will gain 
confidence in the startup world.

“It's hard to be excellent, but it’s 
not that hard to build a product that 
you want to build and solve a problem 
you want to solve," Levin said. “We 
want to make it clear that if you want 
to [achieve] your goal, you can make 
that happen."

As a prototype, last year Digital 
Wesleyan raised enough funds from 
alumni to fund three students for three 
thousand-dollar paid internships at 
startups. This year, Digital Wesleyan 
received funding from the school and 
alumni to pay for 10 three thousand-
dollar summer internships. Students 
do not need to participate in the course 
in order to be eligible for the scholar-
ships, though participants will have an 
advantage due to the classroom experi-
ence.

“In selecting interns, we will ask 
‘Is this person a go-getter, and have 
they shown an interest in startups and 
technology?’” Levine said. “Startups 
are not for everyone. It appears a lot 
more glamorous than it is. What you 
need is an unquenchable thirst and an 
unstoppable hustle. That’s the type of 
person that we want.”

Kingsley explained the Patricelli 
Center’s rationale for funding the 
course.

“We believe that tech skills can 
be useful in any career path and that 
concepts of innovation and disruption 
fit perfectly with the liberal learning 
that takes place at Wesleyan,” Kingsley 
said. “Wesleyan alumni have a great 
track record of being successful entre-
preneurs, social or otherwise, and we 
want to cultivate that tradition among 
today’s students.”

The Argus is on 
Instagram!

@wesleyanargus

Like us on Facebook!
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Students Protest Coca-Cola’s 
Support of Russian Olympics

By Matthew Shelley-Reade
Staff Writer

On Jan. 26, University students 
held the second college protest against 
the Coca-Cola Company as part of 
the larger “Anything But Coke” cam-
paign. The first protest was held at 
Carnegie Mellon University. The cam-
paign, organized by Jeffrey Kasanoff 
’15, is designed to protest LGBT 
rights abuses in Russia by boycotting 
sponsors of the 2014 Sochi Winter 
Olympics, primarily the Coca-Cola 
Company.

Protesters marched with signs 
and dumped donated Coca-Cola 
and generic cola products into storm 
drains.

“We’re following the example of 
some other activists who have done 
this in London and Times Square,” 
Kasanoff said. “We have signs, and 
then we will be taking donated Coke 
products and some generic cola, and 
then we’ll be doing a Coke dump. 
Obviously, we’re not spending any 
money on Coca-Cola. The idea is just 
to show that we don’t value their prod-
uct at this point if they’re not willing 
to speak up for people in need.”

This past June, Russian President 
Vladimir Putin signed an anti-gay 
“propaganda” bill into law, effectively 
banning public support for the LGBT 
community. Simultaneously, hate 
crimes against the LGBT community 
have become more frequent in Russia.

“I’ve been paying attention to 
what’s been happening in Russia for a 
while now, and it’s quite disturbing,” 
Kasanoff said. “There [have] been a 
lot of hate crimes over there. A lot of 
gay people have been…attacked when 
protesting…[and] a couple of people 
have actually been abducted from 
their homes.”

Kasanoff fears that more LGBT 
discriminatory laws could come into 
effect after the Olympics.

“It’s especially concerning be-
cause we think that it’s just going to 

get worse,” Kasanoff said. “A lot of 
people are saying now that as soon as 
the Olympics end and there’s less fo-
cus on [Putin], he’s going to pass a bill 
that would take children away from 
same-sex couples. So that’s the issue.”

Kasanoff chose to focus on pro-
testing the Coca-Cola Company 
rather than simply the Russian gov-
ernment because of the company’s 
sponsorship of the Sochi Olympics as 
well as its future investment plan in 
Russia.

“We considered at first just pro-
testing the law, but we realized pretty 
quickly that probably wouldn’t ac-
complish much because obviously 
Putin wouldn’t care,” Kasanoff said. 
“We decided instead we would protest 
Coca-Cola, because not only are they 
sponsoring the Olympics in Russia, 
but they are in the middle of this huge 
deal: a five-year, three billion-dollar 
investment in the Russian market.”

On Jan. 19, Carnegie Mellon 
University staged the first “Anything 
But Coke” protest. The demonstra-
tion caught the attention of the Coca-
Cola Company.

“The first protest happened 
last weekend at Carnegie Mellon 
University, and the Coca-Cola of 
Pittsburgh sent us a message asking to 
meet and we’re going to have a meet-
ing sometime this week,” Kasanoff 
said. “It’s already starting to make 
some waves. Which is good; it’s excit-
ing.”

Protester Gavriella Wolf ’15 fo-
cused on the importance of University 
students’ involvement in the cam-
paign.

“It’s mostly to say that Wesleyan 
students are getting involved with it 
and feel strongly that we should pro-
test Coca-Cola until they stop invest-
ing in Russia based on their anti-LG-
BT laws,” Wolf said.

Kasanoff expanded upon Wolf ’s 
point on the University’s role in sup-
porting LGBT rights.

“I think it would be upsetting if 

Wesleyan didn’t do anything about 
[the situation] because our reputa-
tion is [that] of a school that cares 
[and] is really LGBT friendly,” 
Kasanoff said. “And I think that 
this issue is more important than 
a lot of people realize.”

Fellow protestor Chelsea 
Abowitz ’15 emphasized the im-
portance of boycotting Coca-Cola 
products on campus.

“We want to draw attention 
to Wesleyan’s carrying of Coke 
and hopefully [move] to take it off 
the shelves so that people can’t put 
money towards Coke until they 
say something or pull out of their 
investment in Russia,” Abowitz 
said.

According to Wolf, the boy-
cott has been well-received on 
campus.

“We’re in the process of talk-
ing to people about this,” Wolf 
said. “A lot of different people on 
campus and…people in roles of 
power have said that they’re in-
terested in supporting the cause. 
We’re just going to see where that 
goes.”

However, the effort has re-
ceived some negative feedback 
as well. Several comments on the 
event posting on Wesleying noted 
that pouring soda into the city 
storm drainage system seems an 
inefficient mode of protest and 
questioned the decision to single 
out Coca-Cola from all of the 
Olympics sponsors.

Kasanoff stressed the urgen-
cy and importance of protesting 
LGBT discrimination abroad.

“I am worried about where 
it’s going to go,” Kasanoff said. 
“…[T]hat’s what I’ve been trying 
to stress to all my classmates and 
everyone at Wesleyan; this is an is-
sue which we can effect, and that 
we should effect. And right now 
is the time to do it; we can’t wait 
until things get really bad.”

Water Heater 
Issues Persist for 
LoRise and HiRise 

By Courtney Laermer
Staff Writer

Upon returning to campus after 
winter break, residents of HiRise and 
LoRise apartments received an email 
from Physical Plant informing them of 
a problem with the pipe that is respon-
sible for bringing hot water and heat 
into the complex. The email explained 
that a temporary boiler would be in-
stalled in the parking lot of the apart-
ment complex to provide heat and hot 
water to the buildings for the rest of the 
semester.

“There’s an issue with the [water] 
pipe between HiRise and LoRise,” said 
Area Coordinator Brian Nangle. “It 
cannot be fixed right now so [Physical 
Plant] is waiting until summer to fix 
it.”

Laura Wasnick ’15, a resident of 
the HiRise apartment building, said 
that her apartment was without heat 
for an extended period of time this 
winter.

“As a winter athlete, I was in 
HiRise over winter break, and for 
about 10 days we were without heat 
and hot water,” Wasnick said. “It was 
miserable as my apartment's tempera-
ture dropped into the low 50s. There 
were nights when I had to sleep with 
a heating pad to stop my body from 
shivering, as well as nights when mit-
tens were worn to bed.”

Jacob Rosenbloom ’15, a resident 
of LoRise, said he has been forced to 
take cold showers in his apartment 
building due to the current pipe issues.

The temporary boiler will remain 
in place until the summer.

“[The biggest issue is that] the 
mobile heater takes up three to four 
prime spots in the junior village park-
ing lot,” Rosenbloom said.

Wasnick added that she is uncer-
tain about the effectiveness of the tem-
porary boiler.

“[A break is] most likely going 
to occur, as both HiRise and LoRise 
have been without hot water numerous 
times this year while using this same 
temporary boiler,” Wasnick said.

Indeed, Physical Plant had to turn 
off all heat and hot water on Monday, 
Jan. 27 in order to provide more to all 

residents. Heating systems were turned 
off in the morning and reactivated in 
the late afternoon.

Director of Utilities Management 
Peter Staye noted that these problems 
occurred primarily as a result of the ex-
treme drop in temperature this winter.

“The problems stem from the fact 
that the facility is designed to get hot 
water at a steady temperature and vol-
ume and not from a temporary boiler,” 
Staye wrote in an email to The Argus.

Staye added that everything was 
working effectively until the outdoor 
temperature fell below 15 degrees 
Fahrenheit.

“As the boiler cycles from on to 
off and back again the temperature of 
the water falls too much and as a re-
sult, the buildings get ‘gulps’ of hot, 
190 [degrees Fahrenheit] water then a 
‘gulp’ of water that is not hot enough,” 
Staye wrote. “Essentially, the average 
of the two would be enough to keep 
the buildings warm at 15 [degrees 
Fahrenheit], but not below.”

In order to resolve the issue, 
Physical Plant is in the process of 
changing the controls on the boiler so 
that it will allow the boiler to modu-
late, rather than simply turn on and 
off.

“There are multiple ways to re-
solve this, but each comes with differ-
ent risks and varying amounts of time 
to complete,” Staye wrote.

Physical Plant is installing re-
placement underground piping along 
Williams Street in order to ensure 
that the facility can be reconnected to 
the central power plant. According to 
Staye, Physical Plant is planning for 
construction to start in a few weeks.

The fix that will occur this sum-
mer should ultimately end the pipe is-
sues.

“The pipe…is old enough and it 
needs a repair,” Nangle said. “It is time 
for that repair.”

There have been three other pipe-
related issues in the HiRise and LoRise 
apartment buildings over the course of 
the past two years.

“Rather than quick fix it, they are 
going to really do some work so that 
these problems will not occur again,” 
Nangle said.

MIXOLYDIANS AUDITIONS
Wednesday, Jan. 29, and Thursday, Jan. 30

6-8 P.M.

41 WYLLYS, ROOM 112

Tutor at the Traverse 
Square After-School 

Program

Community Based and 
Student Run

traversesquare@gmail.com

Info Session: February 
2, Usdan 110, 2 P.M.
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By Gwendolyn Rosen
Arts Editor

When Shiffley came together a 
year and a half ago, the four college 
guys thought they had put together a 
fun music project for when they were 
on Long Island during school breaks. 
Now, less than two years later, winter 
break means much more than jam-
ming in a friend’s basement. In its 
month home, Shiffley released its sec-
ond EP, Atomic Robot Man; hosted a 
sold out release party; and competed 
as a finalist in CBS’s Grammy Gig of 
a Lifetime Contest. Although Shiffley 
didn’t make it to be the opener for The 
Neighbourhood, the internet buzz 
skyrocketed from the contest publicity 
(their cover of “Clarity” currently has 
over 23,700 views on YouTube). I sat 
down with band members Alex Ganes, 
Alex Jenks, Bryan Contreras, and 
Shaune Killough to find out how these 
four silly friends are finding some seri-
ous success with a killer pop sound.

The Argus: So let’s start at the begin-
ning. When did Shiffley form?
Alex Ganes: We’ve all been play-
ing together for years, [and] over the 
past few years we’ve been in all sorts 
of different bands with each other. 
And [Bryan Contreras and Alex Jenks] 
have always been really great friends 
of mine. And then the way we met 
Shaune [Killough] is kind of interest-
ing.
Shaune Killough: Alright, so I was 
kind of slacking off on my homework 
one day in 10th grade and I was roam-
ing through the musician section on 
Craigslist. And I found them.
AG: We found him on Craigslist. We 
find our friends on Craigslist.

A: If you had to put Shiffley’s sound 
into five words or less, how would you 
describe it?
Alex Jenks: This is what’s on our 
Instagram: synthesizer-driven alterna-
tive rock with a pop flare.
Bryan Contreras: That was more like 
six…

A: It’s perfect. What are your musical 
backgrounds prior to Shiffley?

BC: I got my start in music when I 
was very little. I was always influenced 
[by] my parents playing different sorts 
of genres in the household. We’d listen 
to Bachata music to Michael Jackson. 
I started singing, and then I stopped 
singing after high school because I fell 
in love with drumming. More spe-
cifically, Rock Band drums and that’s 
where I started playing drums.... I just 
haven’t stopped since. So I got my start 
in music from Rock Band: the video-
game.

A: A true inspiration for us all!
BC: Play copious amounts of Rock 
Band and you’ll do what I do.
SK: I grew up in a musical family; 
both my parents were in rock bands. 
So I grew up listening to music and 
playing music. I was actually a drum-
mer when I first started when I was 
six years old. And then when I was in 
fifth grade I taught myself how to play 
guitar. From that point I just kind of 
developed that a little bit and I ended 
up playing bass with these guys. I ac-
tually started out as the guitarist, and 
then when we came back together 
as Shiffley I was like, “Dude, I have 
the perfect bass line for ‘These Cold 
Eyes.’”

A: But guitar was your main thing.
SK: And my playing is very influenced 
by guitar because I play a lot of weird 
stuff.
AG: Something that makes it our 
sound more is that the bass lines are so 
much like guitar lines.
SK: With the exception of Bryan, in 
Shiffley none of us plays our primary 
instruments. My primary instrument 
is guitar.
AG: Violin.
AJ: Trombone.
BC: Uhh, sticks.
AJ: So I started with piano lessons 
when I was six...and then when I was 
eight we got to pick our instruments 
in the school, and...I was assigned to 
trombone. I played it and I was like, 
“Oh man the slide is so fun,” and 
then I fell in love with it.... [N]ow 
I’m a trombone performance major at 
school, and I keep up with trombone 
a lot. And piano, mostly for Shiffley. 

I’m really more classically trained for 
symphonic bands, orchestras, that sort 
of thing.
AG: For me, for lack of a better word, 
when I was five I was forced to play 
the violin, and since then I’ve never 
stopped. I really appreciate that I was 
forced to play it because that pushed 
me into music and kind of getting into 
it early. ...I really started getting into 
other instruments when I was in high 
school, picking up the mandolin first 
as a transition, and then to the guitar, 
and then bass with these guys, and I 
started writing songs in high school 
also. I go to college for [classical] mu-
sic composition. Most of the year it’s 
strictly classical that I’m studying or 
listening to, and then when I’m back 
on break it’s just a complete switch 
from working with everybody else 
here.

A: How do you guys manage to bal-
ance being in school full-time and 
making Shiffley successful as well?
AJ: Facebook.
AG: Maximizing the breaks.
SK: In general, school time is for 
school and then breaks are for Shiffley.

A: In dream world, where would you 
guys like Shiffley to be a year from 
now?
SK: Signed to Fueled by Ramen and 
somewhere touring in Spain.
AJ: Number one on the Top 40.
AG: Realistically, starting to see some 
profit from it. Some evidence that we 
should continue it on a more serious 
level.
AJ: Ideally, signed to a major indus-
try, touring, recording, and turning a 
profit.
BC: I’ll just say this: in one year 
Shiffley will be touring, recording, 
signed to a label, and profiting off of 
our hard work.

A: What’s your favorite track you’re 
recorded so far?
AJ: “Turn Around Now” is my per-
sonal favorite. That was really fun in 
the recording studio. That was the one 
I got to see the most of the process for.
AG: I would say “Cry” because it’s just 
so ridiculous. We recorded it at two in 

the morning. If you actually listen to 
it, there are so many hidden under-
tone really quirky tracks. There are 
four undertone trombone lines. There 
is an out-of-tune acoustic guitar, on 
purpose.
SK: We thought about recording in 
the bathroom at one point. We ended 
up deciding against that.
AG: Just a lot of quirky things on that 
track. “Cry” is on our new EP [Atomic 
Robot Man].

A: What’s the story behind Atomic 
Robot Man?
SK: We initially thought we were 
going to call [the EP] Diamond 
Complex, because if you look at our 
logo it’s made of a bunch of different 
Shiffley diamonds. We thought of us-
ing Diamond Complex as an extended 
metaphor. Each of our songs are like 
diamonds because… [to AG] do you 
want to explain it?
AG: [W]e had a deep meaning be-
hind it, and we all basically agreed 
upon it. Then I’m in my room later 
that day and I see this little toy called 
the Atomic Robot Man. And I’m 
like, man this thing is awesome! And 
I called each of [the band members] 
and had a talk with them individually, 
that I know we agreed on this title but 
what if we just made it Atomic Robot 
Man? All of them switched instantly 
and then Shaune was the last one...
It kind of fits because all of the songs 
have sort of this retro surf rock under-
tone feel to them. If it’s not apparent, 
it’s just undertone. They all have very 
retro synth sounds.

A: So there ended up being a mean-
ing…
AG: Even though there wasn’t.

A: Which new tracks are on Atomic 
Robot Man?
BC: There’s four songs on it: “She Bites 
Back,” “Turn Around Now,” “Cry,” 
and “Harmonic.” And those are all 
kind of songs that we’ve been playing 
at our shows, wherever we play…we’ve 
only played like five shows [All laugh]. 
It’s pretty crazy that people come back 
for the next one and they’re singing it 
after hearing it once. It doesn’t leave 

Long Island’s Shiffley Makes the Shift to Success
their head. So that means Alex [Ganes] 
is doing something right.

A: Where have you guys been record-
ing this new EP?
AG: We got news that the studio we 
recorded the old EP, Game of States, 
at was closing. So we wanted to try out 
some new studios. The vocals I did 
with my friend Ambrose [Teniozo] 
in his closet. We recorded all of the 
vocals in his acoustically treated clos-
et.... [He] likes to call it Studio 66. 
We mixed and mastered it at a studio 
called The Cutting Room, which is 
in New York City. They’ve recorded 
everyone from Aerosmith to Kanye 
West. The same person who worked 
on us, Tom, did a lot of John Legend 
stuff. And the guy who mastered it, he 
masters Steely Dan. So a lot of really 
cool names.

A: What has Shiffley meant for you 
guys on a personal level over the past 
couple years?
AJ: It’s been a very transformative 
process for me. I never thought that 
I would be able to perform, especially 
in a rock music scenario. I went to col-
lege initially for music ed[ucation], 
and then performing with Shiffley 
and realizing how much I enjoyed 
playing and realizing that we could 
actually have some success with this, 
I was like, “This is something that I 
could do. And this is something that 
I would want to do over teaching.” So 
I switched my major to performance 
and this is becoming more and more 
a potential career. We just have to get 
there.
AG: For me, when I started college 
I would have never guessed that this 
could be a possible thing I would be 
doing. I kind of saw going to college 
as the end of playing with bands and 
stuff like that. And even the first year 
we started I felt such a hesitance to say, 
‘Oh I’m in a band.’ Really until this 
year; now I feel like I can say that I’m 
in a band and feel confident about it 
and have music to back it up.

A: [To AG and AJ] Is it weird that the 
culmination of your music experience 
is on Long Island, instead of at school 
where you study music?
AG: When you go to school with a 
bunch of musicians, everyone has their 
own agenda. It’s hard to get a feel of 
connection. We’re just so lucky that 
[most of us] have been great friends 
for so many years, now we’re all great 
friends. That connection means so 
much. I’m not the most proficient 
guitarist, he’s not the most proficient 
pianist. It’s just the connection we 
have...has a hand in whatever concerts 
we’ve gotten so far and whatever suc-
cess we’ve seen is because we’re friends 
and because we have all of these jokes.
SK: Shiffley for me started off as fun 
thing to do, and that was it. Since 
then it’s become a big part of my life. 
It’s what I love doing, it’s what I want 
to see myself doing in years down the 
line, it’s everything. It’s one of the very 
few secure things I have. These guys 
are my brothers and I want to see how 
far we can get with it.
BC: I can put it into three words: per-
severance, unity, family. This is what 
we’re trying to establish. The four of 
us, like they said earlier, are broth-
ers. But anyone who’s involved in 
this, anyone who likes the music and 
enjoys what we’re doing—I just want 
people to enjoy what we do. I want 
everyone to be a part of our Shiffley 
family. Basically, I do this for myself 
of course, but for everyone to enjoy 
[Alex’s] beautiful voice, the cool piano 
lines, and my lame drumming. What 
it means to me, is everything.

This interview was edited for length.

C/O SHIFFLEY BAND

Shiffley debuted Atomic Robot Man at The Wood Shop in Copiague, New York this month.
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THE CINEFILES
By Lillian Holman and Andreas Streuli

Film Board Representatives 

Kicking off yet another fantastic week at the Film Series is Hitchcock’s 
thriller “Rear Window,” starring James Stewart and Grace Kelly, which prom-
ises to be a suspenseful load of fun. Also, be sure to make it to the first offering 
from this year’s Israeli Film Series, “Fill the Void,” the first film directed by an 
Orthodox Jew to gain a wide release.  The latter half of the calendar features 
one of this year’s most exciting Oscar contenders and ends with an enduring 
classic of world cinema.

REAR WINDOW
1954. USA. Dir: Alfred Hitchcock. With James 
Stewart, Grace Kelly. 112 min.
WEDNESDAY, Jan. 29, 8p.m., $5.

“Rear Window” is one of Hitchcock’s brilliant 
classics. Not only is it stunning visually, but it is also a 
meditation on film itself. You will question your own 
viewing experience as you watch Jimmy Stewart stare 
out the window and contemplate his neighbors. Oh, 
and he might see a murder, but it’s up to you to find 
out. “Rear Window” was released during a time when 
Hitchcock was playing with form, and his films had as much intellectual power as 
entertainment power. For example, he set this entire film in Stewart’s apartment, so 
his perspective was identical to Stewart’s. I suggest you challenge yourself to figure 
out what he is trying to say (or just watch and enjoy; it’s up to you).

FILL THE VOID
2012. Israel. Dir: Rama Burshtein. With Hadas Yaron, 
Yiftach Klein, Irit Sheleg. 90 min.
THURSDAY, January 30th. 8 p.m. FREE.

“Fill the Void” is the first film in our fantastic 
Ring Family Israeli Film Festival. It’s a special start be-
cause it is the first major release by a female Orthodox 
Jewish director. It tells the story of a woman who must 
choose between pursuing her own love life and stand-
ing up to her community by doing so or marrying her 
sister’s husband and raise their child after her sister dies 

in childbirth. It is a beautiful movie that won seven major awards at the Israeli Film 
Academy Awards, including Best Film. Associate Professor Lisa Dombrowski is go-
ing to speak about the film and cap off what should be an incredible evening of 
cultural exploration.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
2013. USA. Dir: Paul Greengrass. With Tom Hanks, 
Barkhad Abdi. 134 min.
FRIDAY, January 31. 8 p.m. $5.

Greengrass’s scintillating docudrama was one 
of the year’s finest action films, as evidenced by its 
six Academy Award nominations (including Best 
Picture). Surely many feel Tom Hanks was robbed of 
a nomination for Best Actor, as a scene at the end in 
particular arguably stands as the most impressive se-
quence of his career. Phillips is a stern merchant ship 
captain thrust into danger as a group of Somali pi-
rates hijack the shipping vessel; he is then taken hos-
tage with the Somalis as they are making their escape 
aboard a lifeboat. Though the film is immersive and heart-pumping from start to 
finish, perhaps its greatest strength is its ability to give each side of the story space. 
Though the pirates’ actions are not fully justifiable, their captain does, after all, 
have a job to do and comes from a slice of the world where desperate times call for 

desperate measures.

THE RULES OF THE GAME
1939. France. Dir: Jean Renoir. With Nora Gregor, 
Marcel Dalio. 110 min.
SATURDAY, February 1. 8 p.m. FREE.

Various romantic infidelities and class ten-
sions abound during a weekend retreat at a bour-
geois estate in Renoir’s anatomization of the hy-
pocrisies of French high society. Made just before 
the outbreak of World War II, the film stands as 
a multifarious, stylistically innovative examination 
of a vanishing way of life that, despite its critical 
eye, is enriched by Renoir’s deeply humanistic sen-

sibility. It was ranked the fourth greatest film of all time in the most recent 
Sight and Sound poll, and the opportunity to see this masterpiece on the big 
screen is too good to pass up.

By Chris Roth 
Staff Writer

I think it’s fair to say that the 
Grammys have morphed from an 
awards show into an enormous con-
cert. Though the age of the Internet 
has rendered the awards portion 
relatively predictable, it has also 
heightened the emphasis on the per-
formances, personalities, and fash-
ion trends. The Grammy organiz-
ers and celebrities have played into 
this trend, often eschewing “good” 
in favor of “provocative” (Pharrell’s 
Smokey-the-Bear style hat and Daft 
Punk’s iconic robot suits were just 
some of the outfits of note). Many 
of the collaborations were chosen 
because of a shared song, yet many 
others were chosen to create a clash 
of styles.

The logical combinations of 
performers put on good shows for 
the most part. Beyoncé and Jay Z 
opened with the most anticipated 
performance of the night: a rendi-
tion of the single from Bey’s new 
self-titled album, “Drunk in Love.” 
Beyoncé was captivating and sexy 
as usual, while Jay Z seemed to re-
cede a bit into her shadow. Still, the 
performance was great, and they did 
nothing to relinquish their title as 
the biggest power couple in the mu-
sic industry.

Katy Perry and Juicy J per-
formed their song “Dark Horse” to-
gether. Although the song is hardly 
my favorite, the choreography and 
stage design made the performance 
memorable. During the breakdown 
after the first verse, the entire stage 
did a Bernie-like move in unison, 
momentarily lightening the mood 
in an otherwise dark performance. 
Finally, Pink and Nate Ruess from 

fun. collaborated on their song “Just 
Give Me A Reason.” Though the two 
seemed to have a natural chemistry 
on stage and harmonized perfectly, 
Ruess’s puberty mustache threatened 
to undermine it all.

The stage combinations were a 
mixed bag. Pop star Robin Thicke 
and oldies band Chicago shared the 
stage in what was probably the most 
awkward performance of the entire 
show. Their respective songs were 
so disparate that they didn’t even 
attempt to combine the melodies, 
and ultimately their presence on 
stage together undermined their in-
dividual talents. Metallica and con-
cert pianist Lang Lang performed 
Metallica’s song “One” together. 
While it was interesting to see such 
different styles coalesce, it seemed 
like the artists were sacrificing their 
art to make the union work.

Although most of these unusual 
combinations ended up minimizing 
the individual talents of perform-
ers, one of them worked incredibly 
well. Throughout the whole show, 
my friends and I were making fun 
of Kendrick Lamar for selling out by 
collaborating with Imagine Dragons, 
but when the two shared the stage, I 
couldn’t believe how much I enjoyed 
it. The intensity of Kendrick’s verses 
on “m.A.A.d city” was complement-
ed perfectly by the head-banging 
chorus of “Radioactive.”

As for the solo spotlights, 
Lorde’s performance of “Royals” 
was probably the most memorable. 
Sporting her usual ghostly look 
with dark lipstick, Lorde spastically 
danced as if she were possessed by 
demons. Between her deep, spooky, 
voice and her unusual dancing, she 
certainly delivered “a different kind 

Grammy Awards Bring a Mix 
of Strange and Successful 

of buzz.”
The most poignant mo-

ment of the night occurred during 
Macklemore’s inspirational song 
“Same Love.” After Macklemore 
preached the need for us to put aside 
our differences and embrace love in 
all of its forms, the camera panned to 
the aisles of the audience, where 34 
couples were getting married, many 
of whom were same-sex. Queen 
Latifah then came onstage and de-
livered the rites, and Madonna, the 
paramount icon of love and sex, sang 
her song “Open Your Heart” as the 
newlyweds embraced. Although the 
display was a bit tacky, it marked a 
tremendous historical event as the 
music industry demonstrated its 
unequivocal support for marriage 
equality.

As for the awards, which 
seemed to be secondary to the per-
formances, Macklemore, Lorde, and 
Daft Punk came out as big win-
ners. Macklemore won Best New 
Artist, in addition to sweeping the 
hip-hop categories, winning a total 
of four Grammys. Lorde won two 
awards, including song of the year 
for “Royals.” However, it was Daft 
Punk who came out on top, winning 
a total of four Grammys, including 
Album Of The Year and Record Of 
The Year, while managing to stay 
completely in character even as they 
accepted them.

It’s 2014, and a white rap-
per and proponent of gay rights, 
a 16-year-old feminist from New 
Zealand, and some guys who like to 
dress up as robots own the Grammy 
awards. And here at Wesleyan, we 
like to critique these artists for being 
too conventional. It’s a great time to 
be a fan of music.

Old Espionage Franchise 
Finds New Hope in Jack 
Ryan: Shadow Recruit

By Ali Jamali
Staff Writer

“Jack Ryan: Shadow Recruit” is 
Paramount Pictures’ latest attempt 
to revive an old, respected franchise. 
The Jack Ryan film series grossed 
over $800 million in the 90’s and 
early 2000s, making it a successful 
franchise that was later replaced by 
the “Mission: Impossible” series. 
Now, after 14 years and four mov-
ies, Chris Pine steps in as the new 
Jack Ryan, a character that has been 

previously played by stars such as 
Harrison Ford, Alec Baldwin, and 
Ben Affleck.

“Shadow Recruit” takes off fol-
lowing the events of 9/11, when the 
young economics student Jack Ryan 
drops out of his Ph.D. program 
in London to serve his country in 
Afghanistan. Years later, Jack, now 
a covert CIA analyst on Wall Street, 
must go to Moscow to prevent a 
terrorist attack organized by the 
Russians that threatens the United 
States and its entire economy.

You may recognize Pine as 
Captain Kirk from the “Star Trek” 
reboot and its recent successful se-
quel. He has yet to be labeled as a 
Hollywood star, yet he manages to 
play a believable Jack Ryan, display-
ing a commendable range of emo-
tions. For instance, when Jack kills 
an enemy for the first time in his life, 
you see that he is nervous and shak-
ing afterwards, and therefore feel 
that he is more relatable as a charac-
ter. Because the movie covers a con-
siderable span of Ryan’s life, viewers 
are able to bond with the charac-
ter before jumping into the action. 
Overall, I believe that Pine is a better 
fit as Jack Ryan than the heavily-crit-
icized Affleck, who played the role in 
the franchise’s previous movie, “The 
Sum of All Fears.”

However, the best performance 
is by director Kenneth Branagh, who 

plays the film’s main villain, Viktor 
Cherevin. His emotionless yet hard-
boiled character makes this movie 
worth watching.

“Shadow Recruit” is like a 
“Mission: Impossible” wannabe; it 
takes the safe route. By following 
the rules and clichés of a typical ac-
tion movie without taking any risks, 
“Shadow Recruit” feels like a déjà vu 
of all your favorite action movies. It 
does not have stars like Tom Cruise 
or Angelina Jolie to draw people to 
theaters, and you may even predict 
the ending after you are halfway 
through the movie. Yet the cinema-
tography, directing, and acting will 
keep you watching until the end.

With the potential “Shadow 
Recruit” had as a previously well-
established franchise, I would have 
liked to see an original storyline with 
a number of plot twists instead of a 
very neat reboot. The 9/11 catas-
trophe, while clearly an important 
tragic event in America’s history, is 
becoming overused in Hollywood. 
Russia as the United States’ sworn 
enemy has also been done one too 
many times. However, for a movie 
whose purpose is to continue an 
old franchise while introducing new 
actors to the series, I will leave the 
sequel to determine Jack Ryan’s ul-
timate fate.

You can watch “Jack Ryan: 
Shadow Recruit” in theaters now.

LocaL co-op Info – 
DeaDLIne extenDeD to 
11:59 p.M. WeDnesDay!

c/o forbes.com

Chris Pine is the fourth actor to 
play Jack Ryan in the franchise.
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Chayes worked with her co-artistic di-
rectors to bring “We Can’t Reach You, 
Hartford” to the Festival as the product 
of their own company.

Indeed, “We Can’t Reach You, 
Hartford,” which was nominated for 
the prestigious Fringe First Award and 
was Chayes’ senior theater thesis the 
following year, was incredibly formative 
for the then-young group.

“We learned a lot of important 
lessons about group creations, and the 
basic aesthetic influences of our com-
pany were born and put together then,” 
Chayes said.

Still, The Assembly did not ulti-
mately come together until 2008, as the 
core of the group, specifically the four 
co-artistic directors, became more and 
more solidified.

The four artistic directors of the 
company essentially amount to the 
group’s pillars, each representing a dif-
ferent part of the theatrical process: 
Chayes a director, Aubrey a dramaturge 
and playwright, Bauer an actor, and 
Benacerraf a scenic designer.

“We’ve got the four of us, the four 
big schools, coming together, doing 
our own work, and doing it alongside 
and in collaboration with each other,” 
Aubrey said.

Indeed, the company takes a 
unique, consensus-based approach to 
writing and creation, providing a great 
deal of input for all members of the 
company and production at all stages of 
the process.

“The Assembly is a somewhat 
special organization, in that it runs 
incredibly holistically, and everyone 
contributes to all of the compontents, 
artistically and administratively,” said 

Producer Ariela Rotenberg ’10, who 
joined the company in 2010 as it was 
beginning to workshop “HOME/
SICK.”

What’s more, “We Can’t Reach 
You, Hartford” set the tone for types 
of subject matter that the group in-
corporates into many of their produc-
tions, finding inspiration in historical 
research.

“[The Assembly] is all very en-
semble based, there’s a lot of research 
that goes into it, and a lot of it is still 
informed by periods of history like 
[“We Can’t Reach You, Hartford”] that 
we find fascinating, that we feel there 
hasn’t been that much exploration in 
before,” Bauer said.

This historical, cross-disciplinary 
exploration can be seen in some of the 
other productions that the company 
has staged before “HOME/SICK,” 
including 2007’s “Daguerreotype,” 
which focuses on Civil War-era photog-
rapher Matthew Brady; 2008’s “What 
I Took In My Hand,” which centers 
around Charles Lindbergh; and 2009’s 
“Clementine and the Cyber Ducks,” 
which connects the Gold Rush of the 
mid-19th century to the development 
of the Web.

This places “HOME/SICK,” at 
first glance, squarely within the wheel-
house of The Assembly’s creation pro-
cess. The material can be traced back 
to 2007, when Aubrey found “Sing 
a Battle Song,” a collection of mani-
festos from the movement. Though 
he brought the idea to the group after 
having watched the 2003 documen-
tary “The Weather Underground,” the 
idea was ultimately put on hold, in part 
due to a similarly-themed production 
staged around the same time.

“There was a piece at the Brooklyn 

Academy of Music about the Weather 
Underground, a big dance piece, that 
was on the front page of the Arts section 
the day after I told everyone about my 
idea,” Aubrey said. “We decided that it 
was not the right time, we weren’t sure 
what we were going to do about it, and 
we didn’t have a clear plan, so we put it 
on the back burner.”

The idea only came to frui-
tion again when Associate Artist Ben 
Beckley joined the company along with 
Associate Artist Emily Perkins, follow-
ing the 2010 performances of Chekov’s 
“The Three Sisters.” Beckley brought 
up the Weather Underground, and the 
project developed from there.

“HOME/SICK” also shares the 
general rehearsal model of the group’s 
work, with month-long, intensive 
workshops helping to enrich each as-
pect of the production.

“We actively engage in each other’s 
work: we each take turns leading exer-
cises, where I’ll lead an exercise in de-
sign, and everyone will participate, and 
Steve will lead an exercise in playwrit-
ing, and I’ll participate,” Benacerraf 
said.

“HOME/SICK” is, in many ways, 
the company’s most collaborative work 
to date, due to the increased involve-
ment of the entire company in creating 
the characters and structure of the play.

“The idea that other people could 
go home and write a scene had not been 
introduced until ‘HOME/SICK,’” 
Benacerraf said.

And this process was responsible 
for changes that have been made to 
the play over time. “HOME/SICK,” 
which first premiered in 2011 at the 
now-defunct Collapsable Hole Theater 
in Brooklyn, then moved to the Living 
Theater in Manhattan in 2012, where 

it ran for two consecutive runs in July 
and November. Between each of these 
performances, the first and second espe-
cially, changes were made as members 
of the company and collaborators grew 
more comfortable with their characters 
and roles on the set.

“A lot of key scenes and personal 
monologues that are in the show, I 
think we really sharpened [between 
the first and second run],” Chayes said. 
“And then we just made little tweaks 
between that run and the run we did 
November in the Living Theater. And 
we’re continuing to make little tweaks 
for Wesleyan.”

The production’s unique subject 
matter also makes it a more politically 
charged piece than the previous work of 
the company. This was in part inspired 
by disillusionment that many mem-
bers of the company felt toward the 
American political system.

“In the last 10 years, we’ve seen so 
much of what felt like just obvious rank 
injustice and manipulation from our 
government, in a way that made it seem 
like change was really never possible 
and was never going to happen,” Bauer 
said. “Which, I think, is exactly how 
the [Weather Underground] felt in the 
late ’60s when they looked at Vietnam.”

This feeling grew in the following 
years, as members began to grow disil-
lusioned with the then-newly-inaugu-
rated President Obama.

“Some people had been really in-
volved in Obama’s campaign in 2008, 
and all of us were very enthusiastic 
about him being elected, but I think 
we all had this collective realization that 
this whole generation of young people 
had helped to get this person elected,” 
Chayes said. “And then [they] became 
disillusioned when a lot of Washington 
‘business as usual’ didn’t change at all.”

“HOME/SICK,” then, is an op-
portunity to explore modern issues of 
activism through the lens of history.

“We were sort of interested in 
what had happened to activism in our 
generation, and expressing this disap-
pointment and powerlessness that we 
were feeling,” Chayes said.

The generational divide also 
forced the company and its collabora-
tors to examine their own thoughts on 
activism. Fittingly, the work opened 
just before Occupy Wall Street began 
in 2011.

“[‘HOME/SICK’] was a pro-
cess of political becoming, I think,” 
Benacerraf said. “We became stronger 
political agents through creating this 
piece, and our theater company became 
much more overtly political, and our 
current work about class and inequality 
would not have been possible without 
that transition.”

If there is anything that the com-
pany took away from the Weather 
Underground, it was not the way 
in which it conducted itself, as the 
Weather Underground was a violent 
group, but rather the activist passion 
behind its actions.

“If you see the show, you will real-
ize that all of us are extremely ambiva-

“HOME/SICK”: Show Unravels the Weather Underground
lent about the issue of violence,” Bauer 
said. “But there is something undeni-
ably powerful about the fact that they 
believed that by coming together they 
could really change the way that this 
country worked for the better. They 
believed they could do it, and you just 
don’t see it anymore.”

Since the show’s opening, the 
group has been in contact with sev-
eral former members of the Weather 
Underground, including leaders Bill 
Ayers, Bernadine Dohrn, and Mark 
Rudd, the latter of whom will be part 
of a Q&A session with the company 
following Thursday’s performance.

To a certain extent, the subject 
matter and staging of “HOME/SICK,” 
following the Weather Underground’s 
leadership across a decade while re-
maining in a single room, perhaps 
loosely link these characters to their 
creators.

“Because so much of the actors’ 
real personalities are in the charac-
ters they’re playing, that they wrote...
the dynamics and difficulties between 
the writers became the dynamics and 
difficulties between the characters,” 
Benacerraf said.

It is this immersive, collaborative 
process that ultimately reveals just how 
much The Assembly has taken from 
Wesleyan.

“I think the best lesson that the 
experience at Wesleyan taught us is that 
we can and should be self-directed,” 
Bauer said. “There’s so much oppor-
tunity through Second Stage to create 
your own and produce your own work, 
and we really took that lesson to heart.”

Even outside of theater, it is the 
emphasis that the University places on 
a liberal arts education that has helped 
to enrich the company’s work.

“We draw from lots of different 
areas of study,” Aubrey said. “We’re 
very research-based because we have a 
fundamental understanding of lots of 
different areas of knowledge. We’re not 
just people who know about theater.”

In the days leading up to the per-
formances, the company will be return-
ing the favor to the University, leading 
three workshops to help students de-
velop their own ideas.

“It really is in some ways very 
much like a process that we would use 
to start a play but in an abridged three-
day version, but also a version that 
makes sure to hit on all of our favorite 
exercises…we’re really trying to show 
people what gets us inspired,” Chayes 
said.

At the end of the day, no matter 
the subject, “HOME/SICK” truly is a 
chance for the members of company to 
return to their roots.

“I don’t think the art that we make 
would be the same with a different 
core group, so I think that [Wesleyan] 
inextricably linked this community,” 
Rotenberg said.

“HOME/SICK” will perform this 
Thursday and Friday at 8 p.m. in the 
CFA Theater. Tickets are available for 
$6 for Wesleyan students at the Usdan 
Box Office.

KATHY LEE/PHOTO EDITOR

Members of The Assembly, who are bringing “HOME/SICK” to Wesleyan for its New England premiere, 
lead the first of a three-day workshop for students.

By Meghan Nayyar
Staff Writer

When my friend introduced me 
to “Portlandia,” I had absolutely no idea 
what was coming. I had never heard of 
the show and knew next to nothing about 
Portland, but as soon as the words “Keep 
Portland Weird” flashed in the opening 

credits, I knew it was going to speak to 
my inner Wesleyan hipster. I didn’t think 
I’d watch an entire season in a day or 
anything, but if my blurry vision and 
screwed up sleep schedule are any indi-
cation, I was completely mistaken. A sa-
tirical sketch comedy show, “Portlandia” 
is both filmed and set in Portland, Ore., 
and it exaggerates and mocks its preva-
lent hipster culture. From overbearing 
obsessions with brunch to the absolute 
nontraditional wedding, from miser-
able journaling to an underground and 
experimental music scene, the show is 
brimming with snarky, dry humor paro-
dying the animal-loving, tree-hugging, 
stereotypical hippies of Portland.

The show stars and was created and 

Idiot Box: Keep Wes Weird, Watch Portlandia
cowritten by Fred Armisen of “Saturday 
Night Live” fame and Carrie Brownstein, 
both of whom play a variety of different 
characters in various recurring and one-
time skits. Each character is completely 
original with impressive transformations 
of voices, mannerisms, appearances, and 
often, genders. They hilariously portray 
convincing caricatures of Portland hip-
sters. One recurring skit that always has 
me crying with laughter is the “Feminist 
Bookstore,” in which Fred and Carrie 
play a lesbian bookkeeping couple. 
They’re hardcore feminists with a strong 
aversion to anything male, and they are 
not afraid to be upfront about it. Some 
classic lines include: “Every time you 
point, I see a penis,” and “Every time you 

c/o firstwefeast.com

say the word ‘unit,’ or ‘box’ or ‘equip-
ment,’ I feel a penis here and a penis 
here…I am halfway to pregnant.”

Fred and Carrie find a way to make 
fun of the most random but hysteri-
cal hipster stereotypes, like getting into 
a “did you read” argument by trying to 
one-up each other with the number of 
obscure articles they’ve read recently. The 
pair mock the DIY trends on Etsy and 
Pinterest with the catchphrase “Put a 
bird on it!”, demonstrating that pasting a 
cutout bird on just about anything turns 
it into a work of art. In another ridicu-
lously hilarious skit, they play a couple 
on a date, interested in where exactly 
their food comes from. By that, I mean 
the specific chicken they plan on eating. 

I won’t give it all away, but their intense 
interest makes for a hilarious spoof on the 
farm-to-table phenomenon.

“Portlandia” is one of those shows 
that you can pick up and leave off just 
about anywhere, but don’t be mistaken; 
with just 22-minute episodes, you’ll 
probably end up binge-watching all 
three seasons in no time (thank god for 
Netflix!), and thoroughly terrifying your 
roommate with your non-stop cackling. 
And don’t worry, once you finish the first 
three seasons, you can watch the fourth 
season starting Feb. 27. Just don’t hold 
me responsible for your growing weird-
ness as your addiction to “Portlandia” 
settles in. Embrace it, and keep Wes (and 
Portland) weird. 
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ELLA DAWSONWesCeleb:
By Gabe Rosenberg

 Features Editor

You can thank Ella Dawson 
’14 for her part in keeping 
Wesleyan weird. The editor-in-
chief of Unlocked, Wesleyan’s sex 
and sexuality magazine, Dawson 
has made it her job and joy to 
promote schoolwide conversations 
about sex positivity and feminism. 
The Argus sat down to talk to 
Dawson about Unlocked, sexual 
health issues, porn, and hookup 
culture.

The Argus: Why do you think 
you’re a WesCeleb?
Ella Dawson: I am fairly well 
known around campus for working 
with Unlocked, the sex magazine. 
I think most people’s first impres-
sion of me is either the girl yell-
ing at them to join at the Student 
Activities Fair by saying, ‘No, sex is 
good! Come here! Don’t be scared,’ 
or from being that person really 
loudly talking at parties about how 
women like sex too. I think I make 
an interesting first impression. 
That’s probably the biggest reason, 
I would say.

A: How did you get involved in 
Unlocked?
ED: I joined my freshman year. 
They put out an advertisement 
on Wesleying for a new assistant 
writing editor and I applied, and 
I think I was only one of two or 
three people. So I got the job! I 
launched right in, because most of 
the editing staff were seniors about 
to graduate, and I was the one 
fresh-blood member they’d found. 
And then they all graduated, and 
I was left running a magazine by 
myself with no experience. That’s 
how that started, and I’ve loved 
it from the beginning. It’s a re-
ally awesome, quirky presence on 
Wesleyan’s campus, and it’s one of 
those few remaining things that 
keeps Wesleyan weird, so I’m very 
loyal to it and proud of it. And now 
we have a huge team of six or seven 
sophomores and freshmen on staff, 
so it’s grown, and I’m really proud 
of it.

A: Were you interested in writ-
ing about sex before you came to 
Wesleyan?
ED: I’ve always been a writer, and 
I’ve always been interested in femi-
nism and sexuality. And for a long 
time, I didn’t see those things as 
overlapping. I always wrote about 

my relationships and my life when I 
was in high school. I started writing 
fan fiction in middle school and in 
high school started writing real fiction, 
and by nature of writing about my life 
I started writing about sex and rela-
tionships. I didn’t understand it as ‘sex 
writing;’ it was just what I was writing 
about.

Then I got to Wesleyan and 
started taking FGSS classes and started 
hearing ‘the personal is political’ and 
‘reclaim your experience,’ and I started 
to put the pieces together. Unlocked 
was the intersection of the two parts of 
my life that I always cared about. I’d 
always been a feminist, always been 
interested in sex-positive politics be-
cause I’d been working for Planned 
Parenthood for so long. I was despised 
at my high school—and worshiped at 
my high school—for attempting to 
give out condoms during our absti-
nence-only sex education my senior 
year. So they’re two passions I’ve always 
had, and I learned how much they 
overlapped when I was at Wesleyan 
and through Unlocked.

A: Once you became the editor-in-
chief of Unlocked, what were your 
goals for the magazine?
ED: I believe I was the first female 
editor-in-chief, which surprises some 
people. There were definitely women 
on staff, but I’m the first leader, I sup-
pose. A priority of mine was repre-
senting more female perspectives on 
sexuality. The editors before me were 
amazing and they definitely pushed 
the envelope, but the magazine could 
be somewhat intimidating to strang-
ers. I remember when I wanted to 
join Unlocked my freshman year at 
the Student Activities Fair, and they 
were wearing leather chaps and had 
dildos all over the table. I wanted to 
make Unlocked less scary to people 
who wouldn’t necessarily want to pick 
it up or work for it. I was actually a 
virgin when I joined staff, which I was 
deadly afraid they would find out. So I 
wanted to open up Unlocked; I wanted 
it to have a bigger presence on campus 
but also be more approachable. I also 
wanted more women on staff, more 
representation of queer sexuality, more 
people of color.

Those were my goals, and I 
wouldn’t necessarily say I met all of 
them, but I definitely tried. I just 
wanted it to be funnier, because sex is 
really weird and funny and awkward, 
especially in college when everyone 
thinks that everyone is having so much 
sex and that everyone must know ev-
erything. I just wanted to expose the 
fact that most of us have absolutely 

no idea what’s going on, and have 
Unlocked be weird and awkward as 
well. Our sex horoscopes in the last is-
sue are a really good example of that, of 
being completely off the wall and silly.

A: You’ve been running Unlocked for 
three years. Since then, how has not 
only Unlocked, but also the campus in 
general changed in terms of its repre-
sentations and views on sex and sexu-
ality?
ED: When I was joining staff, people 
were starting to have really serious con-
versations about sexual assault on cam-
pus and consent. I believe my first year 
as editor-in-chief, or maybe the year 
before when I was a freshman, there 
were all of the sexual assault scandals 
in the fraternities and a lot of really 
important conversations started about 
how the campus and the administra-
tion responds to those issues. Sadly, I 
think some of those conversations died 
away without many actual practical so-
lutions, but that’s definitely been very 
much a topic that people are aware of 
and engaging with. I wound up spend-
ing a lot of time with different fraterni-
ty members in the past year or so; one 
of my closest friends runs the social jus-
tice department [of AEPi], I think it’s 
a committee. And my friend at AEPi 
is talking a lot about how fraternities 
can be a positive influence. I know that 
conversation has been going on, and 
that’s something that Unlocked has 
been trying to represent as well.

But I think in general, Wesleyan 
considers itself very good at [discuss-
ing] sexuality and communication and 
consent and actually is not as ready to 
admit its various shortcomings: we do 
talk about consent, but we don’t talk 
about the underside of sexual health 
on campus, and how heteronormative 
a lot of the conversations are about 
sexual health, especially. I hear a lot in 
my FGSS classes about how frustrated 
people get, especially queer women on 
campus, when they keep getting the 
same condoms in their mailboxes from 
WesWell: ‘Well, what am I going to do 
with this?’ There are definitely ways 
in which Wesleyan’s view on sexuality 
has evolved and yet run stagnant at the 
same time.

A: Beyond Unlocked, what else are you 
involved in on campus?
ED: Where to start? People are really 
intrigued by my thesis that I’m work-
ing on at the moment. I’m doing an 
FGSS thesis that is an anthology of 
short fiction and also an academic 
look at the genre of feminist erotica, 
which raises so many eyebrows. I just 
spent winter break working for my dad 

at a trade show, and all these adults 
were asking me what I was working 
on. ‘Well, I’m writing porn. And it’s a 
feminist act, so don’t look scandalized!’ 
So that’s something I’m working on, 
how female sexuality can be better rep-
resented in porn and erotica, and how 
women’s erotica can be a very limiting 
category as well as an empowering one.

A: You said you were doing a creative 
part of your thesis as well. What form 
has that taken?
ED: I’m writing five or six different 
short stories of varying lengths about 
what female sexuality looks like on a 
college campus. I’m staying very true 
to the source material that I have and 
the experiences of myself and my 
friends and common problems I see on 
campus. My thesis is very loyal to my 
experiences; I’m trying to write what I 
know, basically. Some of the stories are 
about hookup culture and how positive 
as well as negative of an experience that 
can be for women as well as men. Some 
of my stories are about how sex can be 
meaningless and yet meaningful, how 
it can change you, how a one-night 
stand can be very intimate whereas 
sex in a relationship, not as much, and 
that’s not necessarily a bad thing either. 
I’m just trying to play with and undo 
the classic examples of how people 
view hookup culture and female sexu-
ality in our age group. I’m doing that 
through fiction, thinly veiled fiction at 
times. But it’s been very fun.

A: Especially now at the beginning of 
your last semester, are there any new 
things you’re taking on, trying out, or 
want to work on?

ED: The clock is definitely run-
ning out for me. I’m very loyal to 
making sure Unlocked continues 
and thrives once I’m gone. We’re 
about to put out our new calendar 
for 2014, which looks beautiful. I 
used to do a lot of work for WESU; 
I had a radio show for a couple of 
semesters, and I took a step back 
from that, but I still do some sub-
bing down at the station. I’m main-
ly trying to appreciate the time I 
have left at Wesleyan. I’ve loved 
this school in all of its flaws, and I’ll 
be very sad to go. I want to finish 
my Wesleyan bucket list—some of 
which is probably not appropriate 
for the Argus.

A: What stuff is?
ED: I dunno, it’s all kind of sketchy. 
Don’t arrest me! Something that I 
do want to research and write about 
in my last few months at Wesleyan 
is the presence of sexually transmit-
ted infections on campus, because 
that’s something that very few peo-
ple want to talk about and admit is 
a very serious reality here. I want to 
write a feature for Unlocked and 
possibly a Wespeak about how peo-
ple with STIs are very invisible on 
campus, and how there’s an incred-
ible STI stigma on campus, which 
is strange for a school that claims 
to be—and understands itself as—
so sex positive. I’m going to talk to 
some of the PHAs and WesWell 
and someone at ASHA, just to see 
what’s going on and why it’s such 
a glaring lack in the conversation 
about sexuality we have here at 
Wesleyan.

features
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By Jenny Davis
Assistant Opinion Editor

Before Najla Said’s memoir 
“Looking for Palestine: Growing Up 
Confused in an Arab-American Family” 
was a book, it was a one-woman play 
called “Palestine.” The memoir reads as 
though it were being acted: Said’s voice is 
rich, evocative and cadent, and so are the 
voices of the many characters that have 
built her childhood.

But Said’s memoir begins with only 
her, as a New York City fourth-grader 
who is terrified of Jews.

Manhattan is not an ideal place 
in which to be afraid of Jews. Said’s 
anxiety leaves her paralyzed with fear 
at a friend’s apartment, and, ironically, 
close to tears during a meeting with her 
(Jewish) school psychologist, to whom 
she has been sent because of her anxiety. 
Walking by synagogues leaves Said with 
the vague desire to apologize; for what, 
she has no idea.

It isn’t that she is scared of Jews, 
per se. Rather, she is scared of their find-
ing out that she is an Arab. Said is the 
daughter of a polished Lebanese mother 
and an absent-minded, intellectual 
Palestinian father.

For the first decade of her life, 
Najla Said is embarrassed by her father, 
Edward Said, an esteemed scholar and 
author who coined the term “oriental-
ism,” which is also the title of his famous 
1978 book. Orientalism is defined as the 
romanticization of the Eastern world, 
or the exoticism that many Westerners 
ascribe to countries in the Middle East 
and Asia.

(“You know,” Najla quips, “like 
‘Aladdin.’”)

But as a child, Said doesn’t mind 
the “Aladdin” designation. She will take 
anything that allows her to fit in at the 
Chapin School, a bastion of willowy 
blonde girls who spend their summers in 
the Hamptons and do not venture west 
of Central Park.

Najla Said is not willowy, or 
blonde, or Upper-East-Side. Because 
her father teaches comparative literature 
at Columbia University, Said lives on 
Manhattan’s Upper West Side among 
professors from around the world and 
their families. At one point, young Said 
eats peanuts in her apartment with the 
famous philosopher Dr. Cornel West. 
Many of Said’s Chapin friends are for-
bidden from visiting her apartment; 
those who do visit come accompanied 
by drivers.

Najla Said is growing up in the late 
1980s and the early 1990s, the height 
of conflict in the Middle East, in a city 
far removed from the fighting but in a 
family very much invested in it. Dr. Said 
is vocal about his criticism of Israel’s 
occupation, fueling Najla Said’s Jewish 
anxiety. On her mother’s side of the fam-
ily there is Beirut, the paradise-turned-
warzone. When Said is still in Chapin’s 
Lower School, Beirut is already synony-
mous with instability and violence. Said 
is left to reconcile her happier childhood 
memories with the civil war that has 
taken over Lebanon.

At home in New York City, the 
ground does not shake with bombs, but 
Said’s legs shake with fear of ostracism. 
In third grade, Said is summoned for 
height and weight checks, in which a 
cheerful nurse calls out the girls’ heights 
and weights for all to hear. Said’s class-
mates take this opportunity to bond over 
common statistics (“You’re 94 pounds? 
So am I! We’re twins!!!!”), but Said is 
taller, heavier, and darker than her class-
mates. The height and weight checks 
only amplify her differences.

In high school, her father speaks 
at an assembly. Said’s friends, many of 
them Jews, gush over her father’s bril-
liance. Said’s friends are doubly wowed 
by her father’s ability to “diss” an obnox-
ious teacher who asks an inane question 
after the talk. As students swarm her fa-

Memoir Explores 
Politics of the Mind

ther after the assembly, Said begins to 
realize that her father is actually sort 
of cool.

Though she’s slowly com-
ing to terms with her identity, she is 
still standing with one foot in New 
York and the other one in Palestine. 
One evening, Said and her brother, 
Wade, are in the backseat of Dr. 
Said’s car, cruising the streets of New 
York around Christmastime, when 
the song “The First Noel” comes 
on the radio. Najla sings at the top 
of her lungs, “Born is the king of 
IIIIISSSSRRRAAAEEELLL.”

She receives a sharp jab in the 
ribs from Wade. “You’re supposed to 
say, ‘Born is the king of Occupied 
Palestine,’” he instructs her.

Wade Said is the activist, reject-
ing stereotypes left and right, but Najla 
Said, at the Trinity School, embraces 
her exoticism. Yes, she capitalizes on 
the very thing her father is famous for 
denouncing, and no, he doesn’t know. 
Her name means “big black eyes like a 
cow;” she learns in an advanced Latin 
class that this is high praise, especially 
in ancient times.

And the boys at Trinity, too, are 
enthusiastic about her foreign look. 
Jokes are made that the Palestinian-
Israeli conflict is resolved each time 
her lips meet those of a Jewish boy.

At this point, Najla Said is no 
longer afraid of Jews. She is, however, 
afraid of something else: her father’s 
imminent death. He has been diag-
nosed with leukemia that will kill 
him, and before he dies, he wants to 
see Palestine, the home from which he 
fled in the 1940s.

In the wake of her parents’ an-
nouncement of her father’s illness and 
the Palestine trip, Said makes what she 
calls “the brilliant decision to stop eat-
ing.” She acknowledges that this deci-
sion is linked to her father’s diagnosis. 
Said posits, too, that her anorexia is 
partly a quest to distinguish herself in 
a way that she can control: being really 
skinny is a less sticky identity than be-
ing really Palestinian.

Dr. Edward Said’s official birth 
certificate reads “Jerusalem,” changed 
from the nonexistent “Palestine,” be-
cause he cannot bear to have it read 
“Israel.” As soon as their plane touches 
down, the Saids discover that the 
Palestine of 1992 is nothing like the 
Palestine that Dr. Said left as a young 
man. Dr. Said meets with prominent 
Palestinian leaders in smoky rooms 
while Najla and Mrs. Said make small 
talk with their wives.

Said has found Palestine, but she 
does not know where she fits into it. 
She feels like a wealthy New Yorker 
when she visits the unimaginable 
squalor of Gaza, but in New York she 
feels “exotic,” a role she is growing in-
creasingly less comfortable playing. As 
the car glides through Palestine’s des-
titute streets, Said is gutted, at home 
nowhere.

“Looking for Palestine” is not 
about global politics: Said does not 
take sides or resolve her feelings about 
international conflict, nor does she 
dwell on it. Debates such as the cur-
rent boycott against Israeli universities 
by the American Studies Association 
(a subject upon which President Roth 
and Professor of East Asian Studies 
Vera Schwartz have opined for the 
Huffington Post and The Argus) do 
not interest her. Said is not an intel-
lectual like her father. Rather, she 
tells stories: most notably, her own, 
distilling enormous conflict into per-
sonal experience.

“I don’t do [my father’s] work,” 
Said told the Princeton Alumni 
Weekly (Said graduated from 
Princeton in 1996). “I’m an actress, 
I’m not an activist. I hate going to 
protests…I’m a storyteller.”

And that story is enough.

Continued from first page

from 9:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. Although 
the café space is open and available 
to everyone during the day, the café 
itself doesn’t operate during a time 
when professors are typically on 
campus.

“That creates such a weird 
time constraint for us, which is 
great for the student body, but not 
at all conducive to the faculty or 
staff, who aren’t trying to be here 
at that time,” said staff member 
Maureen Gorman ’14. The propos-
al’s suggestion that the café’s hours 
be extended to 1 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
would eliminate this limitation.

The café was set up as a strict-
ly late-night space in part because 
of the University’s contract with 
Bon Appetit. As it stands now, 
Bon Appetit is technically the only 
food service allowed to serve cam-
pus, and Espwesso’s hours cannot 
overlap with those of Bon Appetit’s 
dining facilities. This is also the 
reason that the café runs on sug-
gested donations rather than man-
datory prices: it is a nonprofit that 
does not receive funding from the 
University.

“When the cafe was first estab-
lished, being a late-night cafe was 
the idea behind the establishment, 
but it also was the easiest way to get 
it established at the time,” Masand 
said. “And now that we’ve evolved 
and become something more le-
gitimate on campus, and now that 
we have this larger expanding cus-
tomer base, we’re outgrowing our 
constraints.”

According to Trexler, most of 
the ideas outlined in the proposal 
are on the road to being fulfilled.

“In the proposal, I had some 
visions for physical changes to 
the space, but those are really ex-
pensive and are just not going to 
happen,” he said. “However, the 
hours change is almost definitely 
gong to happen. The negotiation 
is complete, and I have an agree-
ment from the administration that 
that will happen. They just need to 
work it out with Bon Appetit.”

During Winter Session, the 
Espwesso team got to test out the 
idea of being open during the day-
time.

“I opened the cafe on the 
first day of classes, and we got a 
few people at first,” Sikder said. 
“Towards the end of the week, it 
definitely picked up because a lot 
of senior thesis writers told other 
senior thesis writers.”

Word spread quickly as 
Winter Session progressed, and 
soon, faculty members were fil-
tering in as well. Espwesso’s staff 
members agreed that being open 
during Winter Session definitely 
helped make Espwesso a better-
known entity on campus.

Then again, Espwesso’s popu-
larity had already been growing for 
some time. Gorman, who has been 

on the café’s staff since its opening in 
2010, recalled that Espwesso used to 
be much more of a niche space that 
could seem unapproachable to “out-
siders.”

“At the beginning, we had this 
very small group of really intense 
regulars, and now people are more 
likely to flow in and out; it’s not as 
if you have to be connected to the 
café to come in,” she said. “It’s not 
intimidating.”

Masand, who has been involved 
with Espwesso since the spring of her 
freshman year, agrees that the space 
has become more inviting.

“I think that one thing that has 
really changed is the culture,” she 
said. “Having that tight-knit group 
of regulars was great and really im-
portant for developing a real place, 
but [last year] we really made an ef-
fort to push ourselves out there to the 
incoming freshman class and even 
the sophomores.”

Aside from tapping further into 
campus culture, Espwesso’s manag-
ers have recently made some changes 
to the product at the core of their 
business: the coffee itself. Espwesso 
used to get its coffee from Supreme 
Bean, a roaster based in California. 
However, in an effort to go more 
local, they switched to the Rhode 
Island-based New Harvest Coffee 
Roasters. Transitioning to New 
Harvest has made Espwesso’s busi-
ness model more environmentally 
and economically sustainable.

“As a roaster, Supreme Bean, as 
far as I know, had organic and fair 
trade coffees, but New Harvest is 
part of this new network of roasters 
and distributors who work directly 
with farmers,” Masand said. “In the 
coffee trade, there are all these mid-
dle men: there’s the actual farmer, 
and then there’s the importer, and 
the exporter, and the distributor, so 
there’s all these people who basically 

Coffee: Espwesso Looks to 
Expand Role in Community

just take money away from that di-
rect connection [to the farmer]. New 
Harvest actually goes out to these 
farmers and works with them on 
their growing techniques.”

When Espwesso switched to 
New Harvest, the staff did a tasting 
to choose the types of coffee beans 
they would use.

“You know like at a wine tast-
ing, all those weird, pretentious 
terms that you use for wine? That’s 
sort of the way it works for coffee as 
well because the flavor profiles are so 
subtle,” Masand said.

Espwesso continues to change 
up the menu every time they order 
more coffee, and they typically offer 
two types of coffee at a time, each 
with a distinct flavor.

“Every once in a while some-
one’s like, ‘I don’t understand. 
Which one has more caffeine?’ And 
I’m like, ‘I can’t help you with that,’” 
Sikder said.

The transition to a new coffee 
roaster is in keeping with Espwesso’s 
mission to use the café space and tap 
into the coffee industry in general as 
a way to promote social justice.

“There are so many different 
ways you can make coffee, and so 
many different ways you can use 
it to get engaged in what you care 
about,” Sikder said. “For instance, 
if you care a lot about social justice 
or peace reconciliation, there are ex-
amples of that in the world of coffee. 
Or if you’re really interested in sci-
ence, there’s so much science behind 
coffee.”

Masand agreed that the café is 
about more than just fueling tired 
students.

“I think every time we train 
somebody, or every time I’m even in 
the cafe, I discover something new 
or read something new [about cof-
fee], and it just refreshes my passion 
for what we do,” she said.

Espwesso sees coffee as an avenue for community building and so-
cial justice.

JOSEPHINE HO/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

LONG 
LANE
FARM

Wesleyan’s all-organic, 
all student-run vegetable farm

Workdays every Saturday 
10 A.M.-2P.M. at the Farm 

(at the corner of  Wadsworth 
and Long Lane) yes, even in winter
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Celebrating the 
Soup-er Bowl

By Erica DeMichiel
Assistant Food Editor

Most people primarily associate 
Super Bowl Sunday with football. 
If you’re like me, however, the first 
thing that comes to mind on the 
first Sunday of February is always 
food. While chips, salsa, and guaca-
mole are great snacks, I can’t think of 
a better way to warm up on a cold 
February day than with a zesty bowl 
of soup.

Taking its flavor inspiration 
from chili, my mother’s recipe for 
tortilla soup is a lighter substitute 
for the American classic. With a prep 
time of only 15 minutes, it’s a quick 
and simple dish to cook up during 
halftime, game time, or commercial 
breaks (depending on which part of 
Super Bowl Sunday you find least 
interesting). Not only is it tasty and 
nearly effortless, but it’s also an af-
fordable option for anyone on a stu-
dent’s budget. Most of the ingredi-
ents are pre-packaged, making them 
readily available and easy to prepare 
and measure.

Though I prefer to prepare the 
soup with chicken broth, vegetable 
broth is a suitable alternative for 
those on vegan or vegetarian diets. 
Finishing touches can be added ac-
cording to personal taste. A sprin-
kling of crushed tortilla chips gives 
the dish a saltier taste, and an addi-
tional squeeze of lime gives it acidity. 
While the chili powder already makes 
the dish mildly spicy, I like to add a 
few squirts of Sriracha sauce for an 
extra kick (football pun intended). 
Whichever way you fix it, this soup 
will always score points with a crowd.

Tortilla Soup (serves 6)
 

1. In a large saucepan, heat oil over me-
dium heat. Add onion; cook 1 minute. 

2. Add garlic, cumin, and chili powder; 
cook until fragrant for about 1 minute.
3. Add tomatoes (with juice), 
beans, broth, corn, and 1/2 cup 
water; season with salt and pepper. 
4. Bring soup to a boil; reduce to a 
simmer and cook for 10 minutes. 
5. Remove from heat and stir in lime 
juice; season with salt and pepper. 
6. Crumble a handful of tortilla chips 
and sprinkle over each serving.

INGREDIENTS
1 TBSP. OLIVE OIL

2 GARLIC CLOVES, MINCED
1 SMALL ONION, DICED
1 TSP. CHILI POWDER

1/2 TSP. CUMIN
2 CANS (14 1/2 OZ. EACH) DICED 

TOMATOES IN JUICE
2 CANS (15 OZ. EACH) BLACK BEANS, 

RINSED AND DRAINED
2 CANS (14 1/2 OZ. EACH) REDUCED-
SODIUM CHICKEN OR VEGETABLE 

BROTH
1 PACKAGE (10 OZ.) FROZEN CORN 

KERNELS
SALT AND GROUND PEPPER TO TASTE

1 TBSP. FRESH LIME JUICE
CRUSHED TORTILLA CHIPS FOR 

GARNISH

ERICA DEMICHIEL/ASSISTANT FOOD EDITOR

Soup is a good way to warm 
up while watching the super 
bowl.

Food Fight: Dining at Home 
or Dining at School?

Whether you are lying comatose 
at home watching Netflix and pro-
crastinating summer job applications 
or at school desperately trying to get 
into enough classes to not get kicked 
out of school, the one constant is that 
we must continue eating. In this food 
fight, we tackle this question: which 
dining experience do you prefer, the 
one at home or the one at school?

In Favor of Staying Home and 
Chowing Down
By Emma Davis
Assistant Food Editor

One of the most compelling rea-
sons to eat at home is the control you 
have over when and how much you 
eat. Unlike Usdan or Summerfields, 
your kitchen doesn’t have posted 
hours, and walking in to peruse your 
options won’t cost you a thing. You can 
make midnight snacks, mid-afternoon 
snacks, and even mid-morning mini-
brunches; the timing and size of your 
meals are limited only by your sup-
plies and by how lazy you are rela-
tive to your distance from the nearest 
grocery store. When it comes to ac-
tual portions, you can serve yourself or 
specify a quantity to a family member 
or friend (“just a half-slice of cake for 
me...but make it extra-large”), rather 
than having to grapple with the one-
ladle-fits-all approach at Usdan.

Moreover, in terms of laxity of 
table manners, chilling on the couch 
at home is a whole different ball 
game than eating in a cafeteria or a 
restaurant. You can wear pajamas, 
ratty sweatpants, or just your under-
wear, and aside from your pet or your 
grossed-out family members, no one 
will shoot you any dirty looks. You also 
won’t have to feel overwhelmed by the 
number of buffet lines or menu items 
at your disposal; if you want a sand-
wich, dammit, you can make yourself 
a sandwich, and forget about being 
tempted by those chicken tenders!

Still, to address a common com-
plaint made by college students, who 
can be bothered to make their own 
food? Unless your parents are profes-
sional chefs (in which case you are 
very, very lucky in my book), you’ll 
probably be tired of Mom and Dad’s 
home-cooked “specials” by the end of 
week two, and you may or may not 
have the culinary skills to produce 
something edible outside of the mi-
crowave. Fortunately, there’s a simple 
solution to the above: takeout at home! 
With all the benefits of staying in—ca-
sual dining, no lines or hullaballoo 
around the cashier or server—plus the 
food quality of your favorite restau-
rant, there’s really nothing better than 
a nice box of chow mein or pizza on 
the couch. So, in the meantime, cheers 
to a new semester and new bills from 
Middletown deliveries!

In Favor of Feeding at School
By Jess Zalph

Food Editor

Although it feels uncomfortable 
to make this argument, I consider the 
dining experience at school to be pref-
erable to that at home.

Now, don’t get me wrong. Home 
dining, at its best, has the potential 
to be better than anything available 
here. For example, you can go out to 
your favorite restaurant, shop at a fully 
stocked gourmet supermarket, or eat a 
delicious holiday meal prepared by a 
loved one. Moreover, home dining at 
its worst is never quite as pathetic as 
the lowest of lows at school. No mat-
ter how pinched for time or low on 
money I am at home, dinner has never 
consisted exclusively of an entire box 
of still-frozen Amy’s Pizza Snacks.

So, if I’m saying that home has 
the best food experiences and school 
has the worst, how can I prefer eating 
at Wes?

The answer lies in the middle 
ground. On an average day, I find it 

significantly easier to get a variety of 
foods on a regular basis and to eat 
more healthfully in a system that in-
cludes a dining hall. This is Wesleyan 
specific; as much as we complain on 
Saturday and Sunday nights, the food 
really is high quality, especially in com-
parison to the standard college dining 
hall grub.

From what I have seen, there is 
no easy way in the “real world” to get 
the variety in a single meal that we can 
at school. Sure, we could go to the 
supermarket and buy all of the ingre-
dients for a complex salad, a pizza, a 
plate of stir-fry, and some cranberry 
white chocolate bars for dessert. But 
we would be left with $50 of expens-
es and a refrigerator full of leftovers 
that would spoil before we could get 
to them. Although your parents may 
stock your fridge at home for you, that 
does not make the food there “more 
free” than the food we have access to 
with a meal swipe. Home dining has 
to be smaller scale, and with that re-
striction comes less variety and less 
nutrition.

I concede that the dining expe-
rience at school is not perfect. Main 
Street, while surprisingly diverse, starts 
to seem limited as the semesters go by. 
For many, the meal plan provides less 
food than they would naturally wish to 
consume. In addition, Emma Davis is 
correct to point out that your kitchen 
does not have finite hours of operation 
or a long line of angry, hungry people 
elbowing each other over the last scoop 
of olives.

Nevertheless, it is easy to enjoy 
feeding here. Wesleyan provides a final 
opportunity to have others help you 
buy and prepare food, and it provides 
easy access to the variety you need for 
a healthy diet. Of course, don’t get too 
comfortable. There will come a time in 
your life when you will need to cook 
for yourself, and if you stop cooking 
altogether, then we at the Food Section 
will be out of jobs fast.
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By Jess Zalph
Food Editor

On average, I consumed about 
an avocado a day over winter break. As 
far as addictions go, it was harmless, 
and it gave me a unique answer to the 
epidemic of “How was your break?” 
questions on campus. I ate avocados; 
that’s how it was.

When your (my) sleep schedule 
involves going to bed at 3:30 a.m. on 
a regular basis, meals take on a differ-
ent rhythm. Breakfast doesn’t exist. 
You eat dinner several hours after wak-
ing up. The midnight snack becomes 
a necessity, and that’s the niche that 
avocados filled for me.

Avocados, unique as a fruit with 
a high content of healthful fatty acids, 
play a role in many popular dishes. 
Guacamole is the most standard avo-
cado-based dish, and below is a quick 
recipe if you need it as a potluck dish 
or if you simply want to sit around in 
your pajamas and eat something other 
than soup out of a bowl with a spoon.

But first, a few common ques-
tions about avocados, and their an-
swers:

 
1. How do I know if an avocado is 
ripe? The best way to check ripeness 
is to gently squeeze the avocado. It 

Avocados: A How-To Guide 
for Enabling Your Craving

should not feel so soft that your fin-
gers almost break the skin, but there 
should be noticeable give. Under-ripe 
avocados (as any non-rotten Weshop 
avocado will be) can be easily ripened 
in a couple of days when placed in a 
brown paper bag, preferably with an-
other piece of fruit.

 
2. How can I store guacamole or a 
partially used avocado without it 
spoiling? Exposed to the air, avo-
cado turns brown quickly. This does 
not necessarily indicate spoilage, but 
brown mushy fruit is rarely appeal-
ing. Lemon juice can help prevent the 
oxidation process, as can a tight tinfoil 
seal or a Ziploc bag. If possible, keep 
the pit attached to the leftovers you 
wish to store; this will slow the process 
as well.

 
3. How do I peel an avocado? You 
don’t. At least, not at first. Generally 
speaking, if you try to peel an avo-
cado like an orange, you will end up 
with mushed green fruit full of your 
thumbprints. Yum. Instead, cut away 
from the pit as much as you wish to 
use. You can then use a spoon to scoop 
out the fruit.

 
4. Avocados are sort of bland by them-
selves. How do I go about preparing 

one without a lot of effort? My favor-
ite way to eat an avocado is to slice it 
in half and make grooves in the flesh, 
leaving the skin intact. Then, pour on 
some combination of lemon juice, ol-
ive oil, and vinegar. Add salt and pep-
per, and eat it with a spoon like a kiwi.

Guacamole Recipe
(Adapted from Ina Garten at 

foodnetwork.com)
 

1. Use a spoon to scoop the flesh out of 
each avocado and put the flesh in a bowl. 
2. Add the lemon juice, jalapeño, 
onion, garlic, salt, and pepper. 
3. Use a knife to cut the avocado into 
chunks. Mix with the other ingredients. 
4. Add the tomatoes and mix well. 
Add salt and pepper to taste.

INGREDIENTS
4 RIPE AVOCADOS

JUICE OF 1-2 LEMONS
1 JALEPEÑOS, SEEDED AND DICED

1 WHITE ONION, DICED SMALL 
3 CLOVES GARLIC, MINCED

1 TSP. SALT
1 TSP. BLACK PEPPER

1 MEDIUM TOMATO, SEEDED AND 
DICED

1/8 CUP FRESH CILANTRO (OPTIONAL)

Butt A Cooking 
Co-op Thrives

By Hilary Brumberg
Staff Writer

Whenever members of 
Butterfield A’s cooking co-op feel the 
urge to whip together chicken piccata 
or an apple pie they can head down 
to their dorm’s kitchen, which is 
stocked with pots, pans, flour, sugar, 
and many other cooking utensils and 
ingredients.

The Butt A cooking co-op was 
started earlier this year by a group of 
10 freshman residents of Butt A and 
the Nics who were surprised that the 
kitchens were not already stocked 
with cooking utensils. They each 
pitched in 10 dollars to remedy the 
absence. The one hundred dollars 
went toward purchasing cooking 
utensils that would reside in the Butt 
A kitchen for the communal use of 
co-op members and their friends. 
This kitchen is more spacious and 
better furnished than many dorm 
kitchens, as it was renovated over the 
summer of 2012.

“Once the dishes appeared, 
more people wanted it,” said found-
ing member Simon Korn ’17. 
“People smelled the food, came into 
the kitchen, and asked us about it. 
We told them it was part of the co-
op.”

Since the founding of the co-op, 
approximately five more students—
freshmen and sophomores—have 
joined through word of mouth.

“You really need at least one 
hundred dollars worth of utensils to 
cook as much of and as many kinds 
of food as you want to, and you 
wouldn’t get all that yourself,” Korn 
said. “I wouldn’t use the kitchen 
without the co-op.”

Often, one or two members use 
the co-op dishes to make food with 
their non-member friends. Other 
times, co-op members will get to-
gether and each make small dishes 
that they share to form meals.

“The co-op’s informal, but it’s 
great,” said Kiley Rossetter ’17, a 
founding member who has baked 
everything from pumpkin bread to 
pineapple upside-down cake using 
the co-op’s dishes.  “It’s an excuse to 
cook delicious food and desserts and 
share them with others. It’s more 
fun that way. I’ve made new friends 
through it, because they smell pie and 
come in to ask what it is.”

Anna Flurry ’17 said that one 
of the things she misses most from 
home while at college is cooking.

“It’s good to have hot meals and 
know where some of my food came 
from and that some stranger didn’t 
make it,” she said.

She also explained that utensils 

and ingredients are expensive, and the co-
op offsets some of the costs.

Like Flurry, Mizael Robledo ’17 
joined the co-op because it allowed him 
to save money on ingredient costs and 
because he wanted to cook. Why pay 
dues?

“People in the co-op all like good 
food,” he said.

However, a few issues have come 
to light since the formation of the co-
op due to the fact that it is a communal 
group functioning in a public, shared 
space. The organization has found that 
some non-members have used the co-
op’s dishes, not washed them, and left 
them littered around the kitchen, which 
Rossetter finds very frustrating.

Another problem the co-op has en-
countered is the theft of cooking utensils 
from unlocked kitchen cabinets.

The co-op would like to get its own 
allocated cabinets that can be locked and 
only accessed by members. Most of the 
cabinets in the kitchen are empty, sug-
gesting that there is little demand for 
cabinet space by other tenants.

Korn spoke with Butterfield Area 
Coordinator (AC) Liliana Carrasquillo, 
who was not in favor of locking cabinets 
for the co-op’s utensils.

“From the point of view of the AC, 
she can’t give away the cabinets willy-
nilly,” Korn said. “On principle, it makes 
sense, because we can’t close them off 
from some people just because we have 
the co-op.”

The co-op’s next step is to make a 
list of reminders, which will be posted in 
the Butt A kitchen.

“They will be reminders—not 
rules—because someone could get mad, 
because we have no authority over other 
tenants of Butt A,” Korn said.

The co-op is currently circulating 
an email chain among members to get 
suggestions. Once they compile the list of 
rules, they will contact the AC to poten-
tially grant permission to implement the 
rules and to revisit the dedicated locked 
cabinet idea.

“In addition to the AC, we’ve also 
talked to RAs, and they’re really into it,” 
Rossetter said. “They love that we’re do-
ing it.”

After having a generally positive 
experience starting the Butt A cooking 
co-op, Korn wants to strongly urge other 
students to start similar co-ops in their 
dormitories.

“Don’t give up in the beginning,” 
he said. “Don’t wait until enough people 
have signed up to get the utensils you 
need, because it’s really the results that 
bring people in.”

Although many of the co-op mem-
bers will not live in Butt A next semester, 
they hope to keep the organization alive 
by leaving the dishes and rules for the 
next generation of freshmen.

Due to a lack of cooking utensils in Butt A and the Nics, 10 fresh-
men pooled their resources to stock up on kitchenware.

HILARY BRUMBERG/CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER
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Women’s Basketball Cools Off 
Over Winter Break

Toby Rosen
Contributing Writer

After a scorching hot 7-1 start 
to their season, the Wesleyan wom-
en’s basketball team has played .500 
ball over its past eight contests. The 
Cardinals earned victories against 
Franklin & Marshall, Simmons, 
Colby, and Middlebury, while falling 
to Williams, Wellesley, Bowdoin, and 
Conn College.

The Cardinals traveled to 
Williamstown, Mass. on Dec. 7 to take 
on a tough Williams squad, which de-
fended its home court and dealt Wes a 
53-46 loss. Offensive woes did Wes in; 
the Cards shot 14 of 65 from the field, 
registering a season-low .215 shooting 
percentage. Captain Jenna Klaes ’14 
led the Cardinals in scoring with 11 
points, while Jess Cherenza ’15 domi-
nated the boards, leading the team in 
rebounds with 12.

Scoring struggles were the culprit 
again in a 60-46 home loss to Wellesley 
College on Dec. 30. The Cards’ de-
fense stepped up for 10 steals and a 
season-high four blocks, but the ef-
fort on the other end was not enough. 
Cherenza led all Cardinals with just 
11 points, and captain Amber Wessells 
’14 added 9 of her own.

Wesleyan started the New Year 
off on a winning note, taking down 
Franklin & Marshall College 69-
58 on Jan. 4 at home in Silloway 
Gymnasium. The Cardinals showed 
off their sharpshooting, putting up 
their second-best field-goal percent-
age (.433) of the season, hitting on 
26 of 60 from the field. Both Klaes 

Captain KellyAnn Rooney ’14 has been a steady veteran leader for the 11-5 women’s basketball team.
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and Cherenza set career highs in scor-
ing. Klaes dropped 18 points to lead 
all scorers, while Cherenza netted 15; 
Cherkira Lashley ’15 chipped in 10 as 
well. The win did not come without 
a downside, however, as the Cardinals 

lost Wessells to a knee injury late in 
the second half. Wessells has not 
played in a game since, and there is no 
definitive timetable for her return.

The Cardinals’ offense busted out 
in a big way in an 81-45 beat-down 
of Simmons College at home on Jan. 
7, powered by a season high of eight 
three-pointers. The scoring barrage 
was led by Captain KellyAnn Rooney 
’14 (14 points) and Kaylie Williams 
’16 (12 points), while the stingy 
Cardinal defense forced 22 Simmons 
turnovers. Dreisen Heath ’15 led the 
poaching effort with five steals.

Wesleyan came out strong in 
NESCAC play on Jan. 10 with a 
59-49 road win over Colby. Rooney 
and Lashley each had solid games, 
with both notching 11 points and 
7 rebounds. The second leg of the 
Cardinals’ Maine trip was consider-
ably more negative, as Bowdoin dealt 
Wes its worst defeat of the season 65-
45.  It was the lowest scoring output of 
the spring for the Cards, whose tired 
legs were no match for the host Polar 
Bears.

The return home was refresh-
ing, though, as Wes bounced back 
on Jan. 17 with a big 59-51 win over 

Middlebury. Jackie Brown ’16 was the 
star of the game, netting a career-high 
of 14 points. Cherenza continued to 
work the boards, collecting nine re-
bounds.

The hospitable home play was 
short lived, however, as Wesleyan suf-
fered a heartbreaking loss of 65-61 
to Conn College on Jan. 25. With 
eight seconds left in the overtime 
period, Wes turned the ball over on 
an inbound pass, giving the Camels 
possession and sealing the Cardinals’ 
fate. Rooney lead the Cards in scor-
ing with 15 points, while Cherenza 
recorded an impressive double-double 
with 11 points and a game-high of 13 
rebounds.

Wesleyan’s next game will be 
at home on Tuesday, Jan. 28 against 
Amherst. The formidable Little Three 
foe currently sits in second place in the 
NESCAC standings.

“We’re looking to bounce back 
from the loss this past weekend and 
use it going forward to help improve 
for this coming weekend, because 
we have some tough competition,” 
Cherenza said.

While it’s important to take the 
season one game at a time and not get 
caught looking ahead, the Cardinals’ 
toughest test of the season comes 
on Saturday, Feb. 1 at home against 
undefeated 16-0 Tufts University. 
Cherenza did not try to downplay the 
importance of the matchup.

“We’re really looking forward 
to playing against Tufts because it’s 
going to be a huge challenge and op-
portunity for us. I have faith in our 
team.”

Wesleyan
Conn College
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Track and Field 
Works Competition

Daniel Kim
Staff Writer

The track and field teams 
started their indoor season off 
with solid performances at three 
non-scored meets, beginning 
with a Yale Invitational held in 
New Haven, CT, on Saturday, 
Jan. 11.

Competing against mostly 
Division I and II schools, the 
Cardinal men and women show-
cased strong results. Among 
them, Kiley Kennedy ’16 broke 
a Wesleyan women’s record in the 
pole vault, clearing 9 feet 10 inch-
es to take fifth place and break 
the previous indoor record of just 
over 9 feet 6 inches set in 2001.

Personal records were broken 
too, as Agbon Edomwonyi ’16 
competed in the shot put with a 
toss of 45 feet 7 1/4 inches, earn-
ing him seventh place at the meet. 
His previous best as a Cardinal 
was set his rookie year 2012-13 
at 45 feet 1 inch; he surpassed 
this by a clear margin. In addi-
tion to his shot put performance, 
Edomwonyi earned 11th place in 
the weight throw with a 44 feet 
11 3/4 inches toss.

Other top performances 
for the Cardinal men included 
LaDarius Drew ’15 finishing in 
14th place with a time of 7.17 
seconds in the 60-meter dash and 
Will Sawyer ’16 pole vaulting for 
13 feet 3 1/2 inches to come in 
seventh place.

From the women’s team, top 
finishes included Sierra Livious 
’14 tossing her way to fourth 
place in shot put with a distance 
of 40 feet 7 1/2 inches. She also 
earned an eighth place finish with 
a weight throw of 46 feet 5 1/4 
inches. In the 400m race, Ellie 
Martin ’16 finished in 16th place 
with a time of 1:00.03; Kimora 
Brock ’15 came in fifth place in 
the 800m race with a finishing 
time of 2:20.39.

On Saturday, Jan. 18, 
Wesleyan invited 11 colleges and 
hosted the first of its three invi-
tationals, witnessing winning per-
formances from the Cardinal men 
and women over opponents in a 
stacked field that included Little 
Three foe Amherst.

The Cardinal women saw 
five first-place winners in the 
600m race (with Martin run-
ning 1:41.52), the 1000m (with 
Sydney Cogswell ’16 finish-
ing at 3:07.10), 60m hurdles 
(with Renee Palmer ’17 clos-
ing at 9.75 seconds), high jump 
(with a 4-foot-9-inch clearing 
by Alexandra Bacchus ’17), and 
triple jump (with Bacchus again 
with a distance of 34-9 1/2).

In the 60m, Idara Foster ’15 
finished second at 8.08 seconds, 
and a team made up of Cogswell, 
Foster, Rebecca Winkler ’16 and 
Nikita Rajgopal ’17 came in sec-
ond place in the 4 x 400m relay.

For Edomwonyi on the men’s 
team, the theme of the first two 
meets was throwing things and 
breaking records. Of their eight 
first-place finishes, the Cardinal 
men saw Edomwonyi earn two 
first-place prizes in addition to 
breaking his own bests yet again 
with a 49 foot 3 inch shot put and 
a 43 foot 4 1/2 inch weight throw. 
Wesley Layug ’17 finished in first 
in the triple jump, flying 41 feet 
7 1/4 inches to secure his place.

On the track, Yuon 

Flemming ’15 lead the 60m hurdles 
with a time of 9.76 seconds, Drew 
clinched the 400m with a final time 
of 53.08 seconds, Luca Ameri ’15 
won the 600m at 1:25.20, Sam Roth 
’14 finished in first for the 800m 
with a time of 2:01.01, and Evan 
Bieder ’15 led four other Cardinals 
in sweeping the 3000m with his time 
of 8:51.80.

Additional impressive finishes 
included Drew coming in second 
in the 60m race with a :07.26 time 
and Keith Conway ’16 close behind 
Bieder in the 3000m finishing sec-
ond at 8:55.60.

The second Wesleyan 
Invitational on Saturday, Jan. 25 yet 
again saw leading Wes performances 
against eight other invited teams. 
Drew won both the 60m and the 
400m on the men’s team with times 
of 7.20 seconds and 52.82 seconds 
respectively. In the 800m, Ameri 
came in second place at 2:00.87. At 
the 60m hurdles, Flemming won 
with a 9.52 seconds time. Layug fin-
ished third in triple jump going 40 
feet 6 1/4 inches.

Edomwonyi continued his 
winning streak of achievements by 
clinching first place in both shot put 
and weight throw; he tossed 46 feet 
4 1/4 inches and 42 feet 8 3/4 inches 
respectively.

On the same day, the distance-
running Cardinal men competed 
in a meet against mainly Division I 
teams at Boston University, where 
Will Dudek ’17 finished 84th with a 
time of 4:24.59 as the top Wesleyan 
runner in the mile race and Bieder 
came in 34th in the 5000m, running 
it in 15:10.89.

Back in Middletown, the wom-
en’s team notched spectacular results, 
winning 12 first-place titles out of 18 
events.

The Wesleyan women placed at 
the top in 12 events. Foster won the 
60m at 8.12 seconds, followed closely 
by Alexis Walker ’16 just .04 seconds 
behind. Rajgopal won the 600m 
in 1:44.98; Aidan Bardos ’17 won 
the 800m in 2:24.72; Libby Lazare 
’14 clinched the mile in 5:17.17; 
Caroline Elmendorf ’17 claimed first 
in the 3000m in 11:01.44, as did 
Molly Schassberger ’17 in the 5000m 
in 19:11.23.

The top three places in the 60m 
hurdles were swept by the Cardinals, 
with Palmer coming in first with a 
time of 9.79 seconds. Walker went 
16 feet 6 1/2 inches to win long 
jump 7 1/2 and Bacchus jumped 
33 feet inches to win triple jump. 
Livious tossed her way to first place 
in both shot put and weight throw, 
sending them 42 feet 11 1/2 inches 
and 48 feet 3/4 inches respectively.

With such success, the Cardinals 
look forward to future races. When 
asked about the season’s start and its 
current trajectory, Foster had an op-
timistic attitude.

“This year has started with an 
intensity that pushes us to be stron-
ger and faster,” Foster wrote in an 
email to The Argus.

Wes track and field’s next event 
is the third and final Wesleyan 
Invitational on Saturday, Feb. 1.

“Our coaching staff has primed 
us to succeed,” Foster wrote. “Our 
program has been successfully pre-
paring us to be a threat to our 
NESCAC competitors and proves 
to continuously impact us posi-
tively. The atmosphere is filled with 
a strong commitment between the 
runners and the coaches that reas-
sures me of our potential success this 
season.”

Tuesday, Jan. 28

Women’s Basketball vs. Amherst
Silloway Gymnasium, 7:30 p.m.

Sports Calendar
Wednesday, Jan. 29

Women’s Hockey at Nichols College
Dudley, Mass., 8:00 p.m.
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Swim and Dive Teams Nab Four ’Cac Victories
Brett Keating

Sports Editor

The swim and dive teams took 
tremendous strokes forward over their 
winter break meets and training trips, 
splitting the time between the Freeman 
Natatorium and the Swimming Hall 
of Fame pools in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

The men’s team earned its first 
NESCAC win of the season this past 
weekend, avenging a November loss to 
Trinity in a four-team meet against the 
Bantams, Bowdoin, and Colby.  Wes 
got off to a great start with a second-
place finish from the a medley relay 
squad, highlighted by Erik Yan ’15 
posting the top time of the flyers in 
the event, a 23.20 split.  Yan later took 
third in the 100-yard fly race.

Billy Hepner ’16 also grabbed a 
deuce in the 100 breast, finishing in 
1:00.48 in an exciting touch finish 
over Bowdoin’s third-place swimmer. 
Hepner later took second place in the 
200-yard iteration of the same event. 
Nathan Courville ’17 posted a one-
spot in the 200 back, posting his best 
meet time of the season in that event 
at 1:58.99.

Two Wesleyan swimmers com-
peted hard against each other and 
earned points in the 1000 free, as 
Spencer Daus-Haberle ’17 caught 
Jimmy Gaston ’15 in the last of 40 laps 
to edge out the junior for third place 
in the event. But Gaston had plenty of 
other chances to earn Wes some points 
in other events, placing second in the 
200 fly and the 500 free. In his first 

season at Wesleyan, Gaston came into 
the meet as the reigning NESCAC 
Performer of the Week for his work in 
two meets the previous weekend.

“League-wide recognition is al-
ways a surprise, and I greatly appre-
ciate the award, although there are a 
number of my teammates I would like 
to share it with as so many of them 
had great performances during our re-
cent meets,” Gaston said of the honor.  
“Swimming is all about goals, so natu-
rally, as much as I am pleased with my 
times, my goals for the season are to 
swim faster. I think as a team we are 
all hoping that everything comes to-
gether for us at NESCACs and we do 
Wesleyan proud.”

The distance freestyler, in his first 
year at the University after transfer-
ring here from UC Santa Barbara, beat 
Conn College in the mile in a tri-meet 
with Williams, posting a 17:00.94; he 
also took third in the 500 free. The 
next day, he took first in the 200 and 
500 free against Tufts, dropping 1.3 
seconds off his third-place time in the 
500, down to 4:49.86.

“It’s always encouraging to see 
your times drop after a period of in-
tense training. It makes all the hard 
work worth it,” Gaston said. “I joined 
the team this year with a past shoul-
der injury and subsequent surgeries 
that made my future as a competitive 
swimmer questionable. I really wasn’t 
sure if my shoulder would hold up, 
but so far, so good.”

Yan was also a big point-earner 
in the Tufts meet, posting three first-

place finishes for the Cardinals. He 
first did it in the 200 medley relay, 
where both he and Jacque Bazile ’16 
had the top times in their respective 
legs of the meet. He then took first 
in both the 50 and 100 fly events. 
Hepner was also a top finisher in that 
meet, grabbing the 100 breast title be-
fore finishing second in a strong 100 
IM showing.

Gaston said that their eight-day 
training trip to Florida was very im-
portant to the increased success of the 
team.

“The benefits to a team training 
trip are twofold,” he said.  “First, we 
are able to concentrate on just swim-
ming and second, we bond as a team. 
We were able to get to know each 
other in a non-academic environment 
where we didn’t have to worry about 
exams and papers. And all that sun-
shine and warm weather just makes 
you feel healthier.”

The women’s squad also used the 
break to its advantage, earning three 
wins in the past two weeks over Tufts, 
Colby, and Trinity. The Cardinal 
women got their first win of 2014 on 
Sunday, Jan. 18, defeating Tufts in a 
head-to-head match that was original-
ly scheduled to take place at Tufts, but 
a crack in the Jumbos’ pool has caused 
them to cancel all of their home meets 
for the season.

Angela Slevin ’15 and Roxy 
Capron ’14 led the Cardinals, who 
placed first in seven of the eight events 
in which they participated. Capron 
took first in the 50 and 100 breast, as 

well as the 100 IM. Rachel Hirsch ’15, 
who recently rejoined the team after 
a semester abroad, took the second-
place spot in both of the breaststroke 
events Capron won. Hirsch and Slevin 
were both a part of the winning 200 
medley relay, joined by flyer Alyssa 
Savarino ’14 and freestyler Serena 
Zalkowitz ’17.

Slevin was unfazed by participat-
ing in the first three women’s events of 
the afternoon, winning the relay, then 
adding a five-second victory in the 
400 IM and a three-second win in the 
200 freestyle before winning the 100 
back later in the afternoon.

Savarino added wins in the 
50 and 100 fly, and the Cardinals 
snatched a 151-145 win, their second 
six-point victory over Tufts in three 
years. The Birds were also helped by 
point-earning performances by two 
divers in both the one- and three-me-
ter dives, including a first-place finish 
from Carly Feinman ’16 in the one-
meter.

The day before, Slevin took 
second place in the mile swim, beat-
ing Conn College, and finished first 
overall in the 200 back. Capron won 
the 200 breaststroke and was three-
hundredths of a second away from 
the same result in the 100 breast, but 
was outtouched by a Conn swim-
mer, who snatched victory away from 
the Wesleyan captain. Slevin earned 
NESCAC Performer of the Week hon-
ors for her performances against Tufts, 
Conn College, and Williams.

In last weekend’s meet, the Cards 

emerged victorious against two of 
their three opponents, beating the 
Mules 172-123 and the Bantams 149-
144. Slevin took two victories, in the 
100 and 200 backstrokes, while finish-
ing second after getting passed in the 
final lap of the 200 individual medley, 
12-hundredths of a second away from 
first place. Capron won the identical 
100 and 200 distances in the breast-
stroke, and Hirsch followed her with a 
third-place finish in both those events. 
Alexa Burzinski ’15 also turned in 
a strong performance last weekend, 
placing second in the 100 and 200 
butterfly events.

Trinity was not originally sched-
uled last weekend to be scored against 
WeSwim on either the men’s or wom-
en’s side, but a scheduling error by 
their coaching during the November 
race prevented them from racing their 
top swimmers in the final women’s 
race; the Trinity women likely would 
have beaten the Wes women had this 
error not occurred. While this mis-
take didn’t affect the men’s outcome, 
the coaches nevertheless asked Wes to 
score both teams again. This request 
backfired mightily on the Bantams, 
who expected to earn an extra victory 
for both squads, but were instead up-
set by both the Wes men and women.

The Cardinal water sports clubs 
will finish up the regular season with 
a home meet against Coast Guard on 
Saturday, Feb. 1, but they start their 
taper this week in preparation for 
NESCACs in Williamstown, Mass. 
from Feb. 13-16.

Newer Wrestlers 
Progressing Quickly

Tobias Thor Lichtenstein
Contributing Writer

Coming into the season, most 
of the Wesleyan wrestlers figured that 
they would face some adversity; with 
only four upperclassmen on the roster, 
competing in the tough New England 
Wrestling Association (NEWA) can 
be a tall task. But just as Coach Drew 
Black had predicted at the beginning 
of the season, the underclassmen have 
seen tremendous growth due to their 
significant contributions on the varsity 
mat.

“As a freshman class, we are look-
ing very strong all around with lots 
of depth in the upper weights,” said 
141-pounder Matt Pelton ’17.

Pelton has experienced success in 
his first year on the team, placing third 
at the Williams Invitational and fifth at 
the Rochester Institute of Technology 
Invitational over winter break. 
However, he acknowledged some of the 
problems that the Cardinal grapplers 
have faced.

“We have slim pickings in the 
lighter weights with only four guys 
from 125 to 141,” Pelton said. “Even 
so, everyone is wrestling well and step-
ping up to finish out the season strong.”

157-pounder Joe Koshakow ’17, 
another freshman standout, also wasted 
no time in crediting his peers.

“Ed Pierce is doing real well and 
stepping up by bumping up to 157, 
and Pelton has been really solid all sea-
son at 141,” Koshakow said. “Frank 
Crippen is also doing well stepping up 
at 133. I also placed fourth at the RIT 
Invitational, which was pretty excit-
ing.”

The Cardinal grapplers finished 
strong in the individual tournaments, 
placing fifth out of 11 teams at the 
RIT Invitational and third out of the 
nine teams at the Williams Invitational. 
However, the team has had a less than 
ideal start to the dual meet season, go-
ing 4-7 in the last three meets. Despite 
the disadvantage of sporting such a 
young squad, there have been flashes 
of brilliance throughout the Cardinals’ 

2013-14 campaign, including a 2-1 
showing from 184-pounder Simon 
Levin ’16 at the Trinity duals tourna-
ment.

“When I was wrestling, I just 
wanted to take it one match at a time, 
one move at a time,” Levin said. “I 
wasn’t thinking about getting bonus 
points until I got a takedown. I liked 
how I stuck [to that philosophy] during 
my matches.”

Levin dealt a dominating 7-0 
victory over his Trinity opponent and 
recorded a pin to win his Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute match. For his 
final bout of the day, he was tasked 
with battling David Welch, a nationally 
ranked wrestler from Roger Williams, 
to whom he lost 9-1 in a tough struggle.

“When I wrestled [Welch], I 
just wanted to wrestle,” Levin said. “I 
wasn’t worried about anything, and 
there wasn’t any pressure on me. I 
think I maybe could have opened up 
more against him in the first period, as 
I started out a little apprehensive, but 
overall, I think it was a good experience 
wrestling a 184-pounder like that.”

Levin, Koshakow, and Pelton 
haven’t been alone in finding success. 
Captain Ryan Sblendorio ’15, Keonmin 
Hwang ’16, and Alex Cannon ’14 all 
placed third at the Williams Invitational 
in their respective weight classes; James 
Hamilton ’16 was a runner-up at both 
the RIT and Williams tournaments. 
Eight of ten Cardinal grapplers placed 
in the Williams Invitational, and 
Wesleyan recently finished seventh out 
of 14 teams at the annual NEWA duals, 
posting a 2-2 record on the day.

“I go into each match confident 
that I’ve trained harder than the guy 
across from me,” Ed Pierce ’17 said. 
“Winning these close matches confirms 
[that idea].”

As the younger faction of the team 
continues to work hard and assert itself, 
the Cardinal wrestlers have maintained 
their competitive edge in the NEWA 
conference. They look to continue 
bringing the intensity as they prepare 
to wrestle versus Springfield College on 
Saturday, Feb. 1.

Winter Break Hangover for 
Cardinal Men’s Ice Hockey

Gili Lipman
Assistant Sports Editor

While most Wesleyan students 
were enjoying their time home with 
family and friends, the men’s hock-
ey team traveled on a fast-paced 
roller coaster, going 4-5 in their last 
nine outings. Over this span, there 
were many tightly contested games, 
some of which landed in the favor 
of the Cardinals, while other oppor-
tunities fell through the cracks.

“We have played okay,” said 
Head Coach Chris Potter. “We had 
some success in our non-league 
games and played well. We have not 
played to our potential as of late, 
but we continue to work to improve 
our game.”

The team started the break 
off on a hot streak, defeating non-
conference opponents Hobart, 
New England College, and SUNY 
Canton by a total of seven goals. 
Goalies Nolan Daley ’16 and 
Dawson Sprigings ’17 combined 
for a .922 save percentage through 
the three games.

“I think we were playing with a 
swagger and a lot of energy,” Potter 
said. “Our execution was better and 
our special teams were better.”

After dominating the non-
conference schedule, the Redbirds 
hit a roadblock, losing their next 
four games, three of them by a one-
goal margin. Wesleyan first lost to 
Little Three rival Williams 3-2, and 
then followed up that performance 
with a rough 5-0 defeat at the hands 
of Middlebury.

After recuperating from the blow-
out, the team played host in a contest 
against Colby in which they held a 
two-goal lead after scoring with just 
five minutes remaining. The Mules 
bounced back, though, scoring two 
goals in the final two minutes. The sec-
ond goal, which was scored with only 
10 seconds remaining, put the game 
into overtime. There, the Mules rode 
their momentum to victory, netting 
the winning goal three minutes into 
the period.

“Our confidence has taken a few 
shots, but the challenge is to keep 
working through the adversity,” Potter 
said. The next day against Bowdoin, 
things were looking good after goals by 
Jackson Brandstetter ’14 and Assistant 
Captain Tommy Hartnett ’14 put the 
Cardinals up by two.  Unfortunately, 
the Polar Bears froze the Cardinals, 
scoring three unanswered goals en 
route to a 3-2 victory.

“We are always disappointed 
when we lose, but I am not frustrated 
with the group,” Potter said. “They are 
learning to play in tight games. I think 
if I had an area of concern, it would be 
finishing games and playing with the 
confidence and execution that we start 
games with.”

With the Cardinals slipping in 
the standings, Captain Keith Buehler 
’14 led the team to a much-needed vic-
tory over Tufts to halt the losing streak. 
Buehler scored twice, including the 
empty-net goal that clinched the game 
with three seconds remaining.

Needing another big victory to 
start a win streak and climb past Conn 
College in the standings, Wesleyan put 

up a valiant effort against the Camels. 
Sadly, the Camels held on to the last 
playoff spot and edged the Cardinals 
in overtime by a score of 2-1. Conn 
was aided by a power play during the 
overtime period, which was awarded to 
them after Cole Morrissette ’17 was as-
sessed a two-minute tripping penalty at 
the end of the third period. Sprigings 
played well in the game with a .941 
save percentage, stopping 32 of 34 
shots fired at him.

The team will need to improve 
their play in the latter stages of the 
season if they want to make a push 
into the playoffs. For a team that had 
championship hopes at the start of the 
season, they certainly have the talent to 
get hot heading into the playoffs.

“Our focus is on practice habits 
that we can take into games,” Potter 
said. “We also want to focus on matur-
ing as a group. Whether it is the leaders 
of the team leading by example or the 
younger guys taking another step, we 
all have jobs to do.”

The Cardinals’ next game will be 
played at Spurrier-Snyder Rink against 
Hamilton on Saturday, Feb. 1 at 7 p.m. 
Then, the team will come back to the 
rink the next day and face off against 
Amherst at 3 p.m. Wesleyan will be 
looking to avenge its early season de-
feats, having lost by three to both 
teams.

“I think that one important qual-
ity that the team will have to improve 
on in order to make a run for the play-
offs is confidence,” Potter said. “We 
need to improve on finishing games 
and playing in the important moments 
of games.”

    Check out our Twitter:
        @WesleyanArgus
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Men’s Hoops Ends 
Losing Streak

Asher Young
Staff Writer

Since returning to action on Dec. 
30, the men’s basketball team has hit 
a few bumps in the road, dropping 
seven of its past nine games. However, 
the Cardinals were able to halt a losing 
streak with their comeback 77-68 win 
against Conn College on Saturday, Jan. 
25.

After falling behind 19-7 in the 
first half against the Camels, Wesleyan 
battled back to tie the game with less 
than six minutes left to play in the sec-
ond half. Cardinal guard BJ Davis ’16 
led all scorers with 21 points, includ-
ing a perfect 14-for-14 performance 
from the free throw line. Joe Edmonds 
’16 and Harry Rafferty ’17 also played 
key roles in the win, scoring 19 and 15 
points respectively. With Wesleyan up 
two and less than five minutes to play, 
Edmonds hit a key three-pointer to give 
the Cardinals a cushion before putting 
the game out of reach with another trey 
just two minutes later. Edmonds fin-
ished an impressive 8-13 from the field, 
including 3-5 from beyond the arc.

“It was huge for our morale,” 
Rafferty said about his team’s win. “I 
think we’ve been getting better ev-
ery game over Christmas break, even 
though that wasn’t showing in the win 
column. I think just finally getting a 
win will really help us going forward in 
NESCAC play because we hadn’t had 
one yet.”

Before Saturday’s game, the 
Cardinals had lost five in a row, 
most crushingly a two-point double-
overtime defeat against Middlebury 
in the friendly confines of Silloway 
Gymnasium.

“I think in each half of all the 
games we’ve played, there have been 
some self-inflicted wounds,” Rafferty 
said. “Maybe we would have a turnover 
that was unforced, or an unnecessary 
foul; something that we could control 
that didn’t go our way. If we could clean 
those up in each half, just those two or 
three errors, it can be the difference.”

Edmonds has become perhaps the 
most potent scorer for the Cardinals 
over the past few weeks, putting up 
double-digit point totals in each game 
since the holiday break. The 6’5” swing-

Harry Rafferta ’17 is pacing the men’s basketball team with 13.2 
points per game in his first collegiate season.
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man scored a Wesleyan season-high 22 
points in the team’s loss to Middlebury, 
and his 11.5 points per game ranks sec-
ond on the team only to Rafferty’s 13.2.

“[Edmonds] is playing with a lot 
of confidence,” said Head Coach Joe 
Reilly. “He just does a lot for us. He’s 
an extremely versatile player, and every 
game has a different personality. We’re 
lucky to have a lot of guys who can step 
up and score. Guys need to be comfort-
able in their roles and trust their team-
mates. There’s a fine balance in that you 
can’t do it yourself and be too aggres-
sive, but you can’t have everyone stand 
around and defer as well.”

Rashid Epps ’16 and Glen 
Thomas ’14 have headed the frontcourt 
for Wesleyan so far; the two have led 
the Cardinals in rebounding this sea-
son. Epps is currently second in the 
NESCAC with an impressive 10.3 re-
bounds per game, only 0.4 shy of the 
leader. Thomas is currently out with a 
sprained foot, but Coach Reilly cited 
the sidelined forward’s NESCAC expe-
rience as an extremely important piece 
to his team’s success.

Wesleyan currently sits 7-10 over-
all with a 1-3 record in NESCAC play, 
which is tied for sixth in the conference 
with four other schools. The Cardinals 
are preparing to face off against Bates 
and Tufts at home this weekend in an 
important pair of in-conference games. 
Both the Bobcats and Jumbos are tied 
with Wesleyan in the NESCAC stand-
ings, and this weekend represents a 
chance for the Cards to bolster their 
playoff status.

“They’re both good teams,” 
Coach Reilly said. “They both have 
very good perimeter players, so we’re 
going to have to defend strongly 
against their guards.”

Rafferty also expressed a need for 
solid defensive efforts in order to pick 
up a couple of wins.

“First and foremost, it has to be 
on the defensive end,” Rafferty said. 
“We’ve had a couple good defensive 
games in a row. Besides that, we’ve 
just got to keep executing, believing 
in each other, and doing all the little 
things that are going to win basketball 
games. If we can do all that, we have 
enough talent to beat anyone in this 
league.”

Women’s Hockey Hopes to 
Improve Over the Season

Michael Sheldon
Staff Writer

The women’s hockey 
team split two matches against 
NESCAC foe Connecticut 
College this past weekend. The 
split series comes off the heels of 
a rough stretch of play, through 
which the Cardinals skated their 
way to a 2-5-3 NESCAC record. 
That record puts Wesleyan in a 
tie for the final playoff seed in the 
conference with a month of hock-
ey left to play.

The Cardinals first met with 
the Camels on Friday, Jan. 24. The 
game opened as a defensive dead-
lock with no scoring by either side 
through the entire first period. 
That finally changed with 8:50 
into the second, when Laura Mead 
’16 snuck a shot past the Conn 
College goalie. Ellery Sarosi ’17 
also scored in the second period, 
during which the Cardinals domi-
nated the shot differential 14-1.

Captain Sydney Morgan ’14 
added an empty-net goal in the 
game’s closing minutes to secure a 
final score of 3-0. Laura Corcoran 
’16 had a good day in goal for the 
Cardinals, saving all 15 shots that 

came her way and recording her sec-
ond shutout of the season.

“We are very happy being able to 
secure a win against Conn, especially 
since we have not beaten them in the 
past four years,” Morgan wrote in an 
email to The Argus. “On Friday we 
came out with energy, intensity, and 
physical and mental toughness.”

The victory gave the Cardinals a 
lot to feel good about, but they had 
little time to bask in the glow of their 
victory. The two teams faced off again 
on the very next day, Saturday, Jan. 
25.

The Camels came out with a 
vengeance, scoring their first goal just 
a few minutes into the first period. 
After that, the Conn College attack 
was too much for the Cardinals to 
keep up with. Corcoran wasn’t quite 
as perfect as she had been on Friday, 
coming up with 25 saves to 3 goals 
allowed. Wesleyan’s offense also failed 
to replicate its production from the 
first game of the weekend, with Sarosi 
being the lone goal-scorer. Conn. 
College took the win, 3-1.

“It is fair to say we are upset 
with our performance on Sunday,” 
Morgan wrote. “Conn, like us, is a 
very hardworking and gritty team. On 
Saturday, they outworked us.”

While a 2-5-3 record may seem 
like nothing to write home about, 
it marks an improvement for the 
Wesleyan women’s hockey program. 
In fact, prior to the loss on Sunday, 
the Cardinals were on their best nine-
game stretch of play in the last 10 
years. It should also be noted that 
Wesleyan has already faced the confer-
ence’s top four teams, leading many of 
the team’s players to believe they can 
take advantage of their easier schedule 
moving forward.

“I think our team overall is fairly 
pleased with how our season has gone 
thus far,” Morgan wrote. “We are 
very optimistic about the rest of our 
season. Though each game from here 
on out will be very tough and hard-
fought, which is characteristic of the 
NESCAC, we have proven we can 
skate with and even beat some of our 
toughest opponents. Having failed to 
make the playoffs in more than ten 
years, we are on our way to finally se-
curing ourselves a spot in postseason 
play.”

The Cardinals will conclude 
non-conference play for the season 
with a game against Nichols College 
on Wednesday, Jan. 29. They resume 
NESCAC play on Friday, Feb. 7 
against Hamilton.

Squash: Senior Captains 
Shine Against Opponents
Continued from front page

Steele was named the CSA Player 
of the Week.

Despite strong performanc-
es in the clutch against highly 
ranked squads such as Brown and 
Bowdoin, perhaps the victory that 
best characterizes the Cards’ great 
strides in improvement is the re-
cent 9-0 shellacking of Colby on 
Sunday, Jan. 19 at the Pioneer 
Valley Invitational.

“I think the 9-0 victory over 
Colby stood out to me as one of 
our greatest achievements all year,” 
said Mike DeLalio ’15, who has 
been instrumental all season and 
holding down the number-three 
spot on the ladder. “We’ve beaten 
Bowdoin 5-4 and Brown 5-4, 
which were important, but Colby 
is a team that has been regularly 
pushing us the last few years. We’ve 
always been near them in the rank-
ings, and to beat them so decisively 
really shows how much stronger 
we’ve gotten.”

DeLalio also points out how 
this in-tune squad knows exactly 
how to play its advantages in order 
to wear out any opponent, regard-
less of ranking.

“I think we’re at the point in 
the season where nerves are gone 
for the freshmen and we are seeing 
all the training pay off,” DeLalio 
said. “We’re a fit team, and we 
know it, which also gives us a big 
mental edge. Everyone on the team 
goes into the fifth game knowing 
their opponent is more tired than 
they are.”

In recent play, the Cardinals 
found success at this past week-
end’s Little Three contest, notch-

ing the most decisive victory over 
Amherst in school history, leveling the 
Lord Jeffs 7-2. Sadly, the Birds were 
stopped short on their quest for the 
Little Three Crown when Williams de-
feated Wes to a similar tune of 7-2. On 
the weekend, Steele continued add-
ing accolades to his resume with two 
wins, earning him the unofficial title 
of Little Three Individual Champion 
at the top spot.

On the women’s side, the Cards 
were dealt their first loss of the season 
in a frustratingly close 4-5 battle with 
22nd-ranked Mount Holyoke College 
on Sunday, December 8th at Wes. 
However, the ever-resilient Cardinals 
used the upset at home as fuel for 
their second matchup of the season 
against Mount Holyoke at the Pioneer 
Valley Invitational which resulted 
in Wesleyan flattening its opponent 
8-1. The Cardinals drew dominating 
victories at every position besides the 
top spot in the replay match. Annie 
Maxwell ’15, Nell Schwed ’14, Claire 
Miller ’15, and Hannah Plon ’14 all 
blanked their opponents with 3-0 vic-
tories.

Per captain Mary Foster ’14, the 
win against Mount Holyoke rejuvenat-
ed the Cardinals and the energy from 
that matchup reverberated throughout 
all of their following matches.

“We accomplished our goal of 
beating Mount Holyoke after losing 
to them in December,” Foster wrote 
in an email to The Argus. “After losing 
to Mount Holyoke 5-4 earlier in the 
season, we came out firing and won 
with a decisive score of 8-1.  We used 
that momentum to compete closely 
with Franklin & Marshall, who was 
ranked 9 spots ahead of us going into 
the match. It was a close 6-3 loss with 
a few individual matches that could 

have gone to either team.”
In the Cardinals’ final matchup 

of the Pioneer Valley Invitational the 
Cardinals continued to grow in confi-
dence with a decisive 6-3 win over the 
top-25 ranked Colby Mules. Maxwell 
and Miller once again anchored the 
win with shutout performances; 
Lauren Nelson ’15 and Miranda 
Linsky ’14 turned in smothering vic-
tories as the second and eighth seeds, 
respectively.

Although the Cardinals achieved 
little success in this past weekend’s 
Little Three outing, losing 7-2 to 
Amherst and 8-1 to Williams, in-
dividual performers still stood out. 
Most notably, Foster only lost one set 
all weekend playing at the top of the 
ladder, nabbing the unofficial Little 
Three Individual Champion title on 
the women’s side. However, to achieve 
success moving forward towards 
the NESCAC Championships, the 
Cardinals will need to see a more even 
distribution of victories throughout 
the playing ladder.

For Captain Foster, this week-
end’s outing will be the opportunity to 
correct early season shortcomings.

“The NESCAC tournament is al-
ways an important part of our season,” 
Foster wrote. “Our goal is to beat op-
ponents that are currently ranked just 
ahead of us, namely Bowdoin and 
Amherst. If everyone on our team is 
able to find a way to compete their 
hardest, then it will be a successful 
weekend.”

Now with the week to rest and 
get back into the swing of classes, 
both the Cardinal men and women 
will anxiously look forward to resum-
ing play at NESCACs hosted this year 
by Hamilton College beginning on 
Friday, Jan. 31.


